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Foreword

A pupil's experiences between the ages of 11 and 16 probably shape his
ultimate view of science and of the natural world. During these years
most youngsters become more adept at thinking conceptually. Since
concepts arc at the heart of science, this is the age at which most stu-
dents first gaifi the ability to study science in a really organized way.
Here, too, the commitment for or against science as an interest or a
vocation is often Made.

Paradoxically, the students at ,this critical age have been the ones
least affected by the recent effort to produce new science instructional
materials. Despite a number of commendable efforts to improve the
situation, the middle years gtand today a's a comparatively weak link in
science education between the rapidly changing elementary.curriculum
and the recently revitalized high school science courses. This volume
and its accompanying Materials represent one attempt to provide a
sound approach to instruction for this relatively uncharted level.

sAt the outset the organizers of the ISCS Project decided that it
would be shortsighted 'and urAvise to try to fill the gap in middle
school science education by simply writing another textbook. We chose
instead to ehallenge some of the most firmly established concepts
about how to teach and just what science material can and should be
taught to adolescents. The ISCS staff have tended to mistrust what
authorities believe about schools, teachers, children, and teaching until
we have had the chance to tpst these assumptions in actual classrooms
with real children. As conflicts have ariseh, our policy has been to rely
more Upon what we saw happening in the schools than upon what
authorities said could or would happen. It is largely because of this
policy that the ISCS materials itepresent a substantial departure from
the norm'.

The primary difference between the ISCS program and more con-
ventional- apdraches is .the fact that it allows each student to travel.
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lk 11.11 stild% lIcl1 .111d htn% st)011 he sholdd \hid When the
motet 1.d1 at C used .is 111Wilded. the I SCS tc.tchei N('1% es mote a

"task easei- than a "task masicl Ii is his !oh to help The student
answer the questions that ails(' triti his ol% II study father than to try
to anticipate and Nekage what the student needs"to know

!hen: is nothing ladicalls new in the 1CS apploach to insnuction.
Outstanding teacheis fioni sociates to Mail, flopkins have suessed the
need to peisonahre education. [WS has ti ied to do something more
than pay lip service to this foal. ISCS Tliajot coruilhIlthm has been to
deNum a s\ stem wherebs an aelage teachci . topelatine. under normal
constints. in an mdmar clasiooni with oidinary childieh, can in-
deed give MaXimulnatteption to each student's progress.

'he avelopment ot.the ISCS material has been a group effort front
The outset. Ii bega-n in 1%2, when outstanding educatois met to decide
what might,lie done. to impioye nnddle-giade seiefice teaching, The
teyommend4tiolis of these conferences were e6nverted into a *tentative
plan fox a set of instructional materiak b a small group of Florida
State I InEversity fiictiltv membeis Small-Cc4le writing session's con-
ducted km .the Florida State campus during 1%4 and 4965 resulted in
pilot curriculum materials that were tested in selected Florida schools
during ihe 1965-66 school year. MI this preliminary work was sup-.
ported kw fitinds generously provided by The Florida State Universty.

In-June of-I966, financial support was prqvided.by the llnited States
Office of .1:Idlication, and the preliminary effort was fOrmalized into
the ISCS Project. Later. the National Sciencc Foundation made sev-
eral additional grants in support of the ISCS effort.

The first .draft of these mEterials was produced in 1968, during a
summer writing conference. The conferees were scientists, scienci
educators, and junior high school teachers drawp from all over -the
United States. The originalcmaterials have been revised three times
prior to their publication in this volume. More than 150 writers have
contributed to the materials, and more than 180.000 children, in 46
states. have been involved in their'field testing.. .

We.sincerely hope that-the te4chers and 'students who Will use this
Material will 'find that the- gieat 'amount of time, money, and effort
that has gone into its development has been worthwhile.
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Notes to the Student

The word science means a lot of things. All of the meanings are -right.-
hut none ai.e. complete. Science is many things and is hard ti) de-
scribe in a few words.

We wrote this book to help you understand.what science is and what
scientists do. We have chosen to show you these things instead of
describing them with words. The hook describes a series of thingS for
you to do and think about. We hope that what you do 1wi II help you
learn a good dal about nature and that you will get a feel for how
scientists tackle problems.

How is this t;took different from other textbooks?.

This book is probably not like your other textbooks. To make any
sense out of it, you must work with objects and substances..You should
do the things described, think about them, and then answer any ques-
tions asked. Be sure you answer each question as you come ti) it.

The questions in the book are very important. They are asked for
three reasons:

I. To help you to think through what you see and do.
2. To let you know whether or not you understand what you'vv done.
3. To give you a record of what you have done so that you can

use it for review.

How will your class be organized?

Your science class will probably be quiie different from your other
classes. This book will let you start work with less help than usual
from your teacher. You should begin each day's work where you left
off the day before. Any equipment and supplies needed will be wait-
ing for .ypu.-
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Voui te,itliei ill not IC.Id tt \On \ oil du'
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Iry to woik ahead \ om,ii It 0111+IC, \

soke the problem for vourselt .INk VolII foI !It'll) Win!

you really need it Do Hot expet.t him hi !,.1%e \ on Inc .Ins%tcis (c) Inc

glIciitIOIls III the book. '\ ou! teachei t ill LI to help \on find Whelk-
and how Nou \\cut. \\Long, but IR. \\in 1101 do \oil! 11 ,,

After a few days, some of your elaNsmates Will be ahead of \inz and
otheis will not be as lar alimg. I his IS dIC wav the eiwise IN slIppowd

to work. Remember, though, that there will be no pnics.fin tinrshini!,
first. Work at whatever speed is best for you. But he .sure .you under
stand wlwt you have done bejOre moving on.

Excursions are mentioned at several places. 1 hese special activities

are found at the back of the book. You nla) stop and do an\-xxcuisuin
that looks interesting or any that ou feel will help you. (Some ex-
cursions will help you do sonic of the ac(ivities in this book.) Some-
times, yoK teacher may ask you to do an excursion.

What am I expected to learn?

During the year, you will work very much as a scientist does. You
should learn a lot of worthwhile infmmation. More important, we
hope that you will learn how to ask and answer questions about
nature. Keep in mind that learning how to find answers to questions is

just as valuable as learning tpe answers themselves.

keep the big-picture in mind, too. Each chapter .builds on ideas
already dealt with. These ideas add up to some of the simple but
powerful concepts that are.so important in science. If you are given a
Student Record Book, do all your writing in it. 7)o not write, in this

book. Use your Record.Book for' making graphs, tables, and diagrams,

too.
From time to time you may notice that your classmates have not

always given the same answers that you did. This is no cause for

worry. There are many right answers to some of the questions. And

in some cases you may not be able to answer the questions. As a
matter of fact, no one knows the answers to some of them. This may
seem disappointing to you at first, but you will soon realize that there

is much that science does not know. In this course, you will learn
some of the things we don't know as well as what is known. Good luck!
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A First Look at Earth

Just a few years ago the photograph you see on the facing
page could not have been taken. Isn't it rather awesome to

think you were walking around on that planet the day the
photograph was taken? In this unit, you will be asked to solve

many problems concerning the planet you are looking at,

to make observations of features that you may see, and to
determine how those features were formed and what might
happen to them in the future.

Although you have lived on the earth all yoUr life, there
is a good chance that you have wondered about one or more

, of the following.

I. How old is the earth?
2. Has the earth always looked ,the way it . does on the

facing page?
3. Hat the land that your school rests on always been

there?
4. Is the earth changing in any way?'

5. Do the continents actually drift?
6. What causes in earthquake, a volcano, or a landslide?
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LI1-1. I I you were an ohNet vet. Ii oln outer Npace, how would
you describe the planet before you?

2 CHAFTER 1

Figure 1-1 Figure 1-1 shows a portion of the planet as seen Crum
about 150 miles above the surface.

01-2. List the important features you see in the photograph.

01-3. In the photograph, do you see any evidence of motion
or change?

1_ 7
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Figure 1-2

If you said No in response to question 1-3, your answer is DOWN TO EARTH
correct, based on the evidence in the picture.

111-4. What would you say if asked-the same clucstion about
Figure 1-2? If you decided that change is shown in the pho-
tograph, list the evidence you used to make that choice..

From the evidence in Figure 1-2, there's no doubt that
at least that part of the earth is active 'and changing. One
of the exciting areas of study a geologist encounters is the
study of the ways the .earth has changed through time and
what mighl have caused tit change..

For a moment-let's consider the subject of change on a grand DRIFTING
scale. In 1915 Alfred Wegener, a. German scientist, !Imposed e CONTINENTS
that all the continents were once joined utether and formed
one super landmass. He also proposod that this landmass
later broke apart, into separate continents. One of the first \
lines of evidence to suggest such an idea is the shape of the
continents. Try your hand at fitting the continents together
as you would a puzzle. For the activity, you will need the

a

following materia4:

1 pair of scissors.
1 map of the world

4

ACTIVITY 1-1. Cut out the continents of North America, South
America, Eurasia, Africa, Australia, and Antarctica.

1 8
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THE QUAK1NG*EARTH

4 CHAPTER 1
f

ACTIV11Y 1-2. Piece tlw continents tonether in such a Way

It kkeie IIItC".11ii v,Is 1,1,0.14,1% .0,1c rtts thc
pieces ot the puiile torethei to 101111 .t 11pCIt 0111111C111 NOW
IIpp0C 0111C011C WCI.0 tI .15L Ou if the continent., wcIe
1 C.1111. 1011C1 011CC \Vila! W otdd you av What kind 01:

intoimation would vou need to suppi%it the idea?

Now you have a problem -on yoill Ii,t iids. d0111 Voll?
W Ile IlevCI WC haVC a problem Ift sok e, MX need infoiniation
(call it data it- ,:ou wish) to help us solve the problem. In
this unit, the source of 0141 infounation will .be in the set
of accompanying resoutces. In soihe cases, you will not only
have a problem posed, but you W ill also have to search for
the resource or resources to help you solve the problem. For
the first problem. we'll give you sonic direction in terms of'
which specific resource you might study.

The problem you have here is this: Whin .Aind of evidence
will support (or reject) the idea that the continents were once
Joined together? Read through Resourcu* I and 2 very quickly
and decide which one you would like to do.

L 11.6. Which resourco did you do?

1-11-6. Did the resources support, or reject. the idea that the
continedts might have been joined together? Explain your
response.

continue 00- examination of the earth. You probably
have never .txperienced the shock waves produced by 'an
earthquake. But you probably have read in the newspaper

. .or seen on television the destruction of property and loss of
lives due to these tremofs of the corth. You might think
earthquakes are rare events on the l!arth, 4specially if you
have never experienced one. But thiS is not true:. Hundreds
of tTemors occur daile all around the earth, many too.small
to be repoited. Now and then, however, one occurs that is
powerful enough to destroy cities and towns and kill thou-
sands of people.
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have exvenenced them? Wlieic do thcv occui? How deep
in the eihth do they oiirrnate? I low rowel tul ale the

consider the hist two question% (411 illy (-mot

:Hid now deep below the surface do eat thquakes occul? .10
find out, you will need the ifflowing mitenak.

3 different-colored pencils
map, in Record Book

I epicenter data table, in Recoid Book

Below is a sample epicenter data table, which gives you
information regarding the 4ter tune, location, depth, and
magnitude of earthquakes.

Table 1-1
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Notice that if you read across a single line in Table 1-1,
yotl will obtain information about a single earthquake.

)1.
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1-7. lo mak(' sure Non r.in thy tallic, determine the
0.14

8. Dalt' red
b. ;enov.11

C. Depth (kin)
d. I :tutu&
O. I ongitude

I low did you do? It you were successful, continue on. If
not1 go back and study the table.

Vsing the data from the table, you are to iilot the location
and indicate the depth of each earthquake. IO indicate the
depth, utilize the following chart in plotting your earth-
quakes.

Earthquake

- Moderate
Deep

Depth (kin)

0-69
70-299

More than 299

Symbol or Color

+ blue -
III red
0 yellow

To locate the position of the earthquake on the map re-
quires the use of two coordinates. You're 'familiar with locat-
ing a point on a graph, using X- and Y-coordinates; on a
map, latitude and longitude are used.

For example, in Figure 1-3, point X has the coordinates
of latitude 30°-N, and longitude 900 W. Look at point Y, with

Figure 1-3

6 CHAPTER 1

a latitude of.15° S and longitude of 90° W.
I

GP
43 V

60 N

45"N

'N

1.5 " N

0

15 S

30 'S

45'S

GO 'S

150^W 120'W 90"W 60 W 30 'W 0' 30 E 60"E 90-.E. 120 'E 150"E 180"

.

. . .



le 1-8. What aft: chic kooftliiiatc, tI pow!

!

ACTIVITY 1-3. The first earthquake on the sample epicenter
data table has the coordinates 37.2° N and 30.2° E and is
located as shown on the map. Find this location on your map
and use an appropriate symbol or color to mark it. Now, using
the epicenter data table on page lin your Record Book, plot

all the earthquakes in this manner.

E11-9. On the basis of the earthquakes you have just plotted,
list the regional locations of the earthquakes.

1:10. Would you say that earthquakes are randomly dis-
tributed over your map, or are they concentrated in zones?

Look over your completed map again but, this time, focus
-on the depth of the earthquakes.

01-11. Can you find any zones on your map where there

are concentrations of shaIlow, moderate, or deep earth-
quakes? If so, where? 1APTEI I 1 7



8 CHAPTEA

on now kno v. that ea! thquake% (JO Olt iii in zones .111(1

that some On the ear th have mole shallow. earthquakes

1 11-12. 1 low can ytni explain this pattern of earthquake
location? Why are there zones of shallow earthquakes and
zones of deep earthquakes?

1
11-13. Refer to Resources 3 and 4. Does either resource

provide you with ark adequate explanation of the two obse
vations concerning earthquakes?

1 11-14. Can you describe another model that might explain
these observations?

At this point in Chapter I, you- have taken a first, large-
scale look at the planet on which you live, and you also have
a general model from which 'to view the earth. Like any
model that you have developed in this courseyit is temporary
and subject to change as new data and evidetke are gathered.

More about resources

In this unit,-you will be asked to solve problems by an-
swerilag questions posed .about geologic features and events.
To make it clear to you when you should consult the re-
sources, we'll use either this symbol,

1 **ICA dk>
,

or tnis.

1.11-1 11 ;11
When this occurs, you should tywn to the resource section
at the end of.the chapter. Everything you need to answer
all the problems will be somewhere among the resources.

Importanthote !be rewurces follow cach chapter and those
frIlowing Chapters 2, 3. arul 4 are ,Ithther arranged into clus-
ters.

For example, if you are working in Chapter 2, for each
resource problem in that chapter, you will be directed to a
cluster of resources indicated as Cluster A, Cluster B, and
so forth.

f
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Take a look A the general geology chart (the composite dia- HOW THE UNIT IS
gram, shown in Figure 1-4 below). If you look closely, vou ORGANIZED

should find that part of the diagram contains features some-
what like those near you. Students all over the Ilmted States
will tind this to be true because the drawing includes most

41(it
of the important landforms found in this country. Figure .1-4
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Figure 1-5

Figure 1-6

I .1L h tit 111.11 it1110X% it It tINCN ta2.1-
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VOU will try to hruie out how landscapes hke the one shown
Figure 1-5 got the vaN they ale and even try.toguess

what the area way look like in the future.
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Chapteradeals with what might be called the "midlands"
of the United States. This is the area shown in section B
of the diagram. Among the features you will interpret arc
the ones.shown in Figure 1-6.
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hap.tci 4 deal% N% itti LIic Mc," Uhl( kti kku, OIL
shorelands. Thi,s- is section A in the diagi am. 1..xampk..s of
the kind of features you will study in Chapter 4 are shown,
in Fietire 1-7.
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Begin your study of, "crusty problems" with Chapter 2,
"The Mountains." When_you have finished all the chapters
Ad the appropriate resources, you should be better able to
inverpret the countiy you live in. Good luck!

Before gding op, do Self-Evaluation 1 Itt your Record Book.

Aneient Ice Sheets 7

and Conynental DriftY

During the late nineteenth century,, geologists discovgred
evidence that an ice age ekisted about 200 million years ago
in three continents of the Southern. HernOphereSouth
America, Australia, and Africa. What was the evidence,-and
more important, what does.an ancient ice sheet have to do
with continental clrift?-

First let's look at the evidence. Figure 1 shows a rock,'
outcrop that is rather smooth in appearanee and has a series

jgttfr,i...
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Figure 1-7
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Figure 1

40,

12 RESOURCE, 1

o parallel grooves. If Noll know an\ thinf. about the hardness
of rocks, you'll plobablv agree that whatevet scratched the
1th.1 Ili 1 lguie 1 IIIML mR C hccil k CI rki1k ci WI 101 t-k' C

know now that such grooves can be made 11) a huge mass
of ice, several thousand feet thick, moving very slowly over

solid rock.

A

A glacier =lies, at its base, rock fragments of various sizes

that act as an abrasive, like sandpaper. Thus, as the glacier
moves along, it is capable of scratching, and cutting deep
grooves in the 'tick.

Aliother piece of evidencb is the location of deposits simi-
lar to that shown in Eipre. 2, Notice that the material con-
tains rOcks of various sizes, from large boulders to small
fragments. Also, note that there is an abundant supply of
finer material, such'as sand, mixed in with the mass,of rock.
This is a typical fethure of glacial deposits. Such a deposit
is called glacial drill. River or stream deNosits are more
uniform in, size because of the sorting effects of moving
water.

Glacial grooves and drift of about the same age have been
found on South America, South Africa, Australia, Antaritica,
and India! Figur0 3 shows. the distribution of ancient glacial

9,-

.1A , I N."4.#147,24-04.41 y. 41,14NitY
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Figure 2

Antarctica

Glacial drift

= Glacial grooves

drift and the direction in which glaciers'moved. (The direc-
tion'of glacial grooves tells geologists the direction in which
the glgciers rnoyed.) Look at South America closely, In order
to explain the 'glacial grooves there, it woyld be necessary
for the glacier to have mdved from areas' now covered by
an oceart. Also, note diat glacial drift is found 'very near the
.equator. . I

Figure 3 .

RESOURCE 1 13
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One explanation of these facts 11 that the landmasses weie

ct )nnci. led at the tune of rlaciation and then tht continents
inkALLI apait at a Lit( I inn,.

ACTIVITY 1. Using the cutouts of the continents from Activity

1-2, draw the arrows showing the direction of glacial motion
on each of your cutout continents, all; shown on Figure 3. Use

a colored pencil to show the distribution of drift. Fit the conti-
nents together, using as guides the direction of the arrows
(assume the glacier moved out in all directions from a central

area) and the distribution of drift.

F1 1. Do you think the distribution of glacial drift and the
location of glacial grooves provide evidence to support, or
reject, the idea of continental drift? Explain your answer.

02. If not, what other explanation can you make'?

2 Rock Layers, Fossils,
and Continental Drift

Do vou think the rock layers on the left side of the highway
in Figure I match the rock layers on the right side? Compare
the areas at the ends of the two lines AA'. and BB'. They

Figurp I should help ,xou con'clude. that they do match.

.
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ere You .shouldia tax pr ised, .engiueers blasted the
,_nts rock away .to build the hirliway llowevei. the pholoriaph

illustrates one of the things that geologists do; namely, try
to match rock layers that are separated from each other.

'Ay -Let's look further at the idea of matching rock layers.
Aloe

Use L11. Can you match one rock l4er with any other rock layer
shown in Figure 2?
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The problem of matching is a little more difficult in this
photograph, but if yotiuse a-rule you should be able to firy
several layers that match (based on the dolor of each layer).
Notice the thin dark layer near the top oi the ridge at the
left. Perhaps you used this layer to help yotionatch with other
layers. To understand this examine the diagram in Figure
3. Notice how the layers are matched on the basis of the
color of the rock.
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Figure 2
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Figure 3
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Figurc 4 show,. (hag! am. til Iwo scquctit.ct, ()t. lawis
All the rocks are layered. A key is palvided to help you
identify the rocks.

D2. Do the layers in rock sequence 1 match the layers in
rock sequence 2'?

z

Figure 4

Figure 5

16 REVURCE 2

.

............
.....

5E45EEE

.0:4040°

0..0.9 09:

000.0g (90:

Rock Sequence 1 Rock Sequence 2

Key Tillite (rock
formed from
glacial till

. _

Mixture of sand-
stone, shale,
coal with
plant fossil

Shale with
animal fossil

Shale

You probably found that the bottom three layers in each
sequence matched. The first layer, or lowest layer, is tillite.
.Above thati, is a layer that is a mixture of sandstone, shale,
and coal Niith a plant fossil. The third layer is shale with
animal fossils. The fourth layer in sequence 2 is a mixture
of sandstone, shale, and coal, which appears to be missing
in sequetce 1. However, the fifth layer in sequence 2 matches
the top layer in sequence 1. The two layers are very similar.

How is this going to help you decide whether the conti-
nents drifted apart? Let's examine these sequences again.-
Figure 5 shows 'a drawing of the plant fossil found with the
layer of sandstone, shale, And coal.

You might lave used the fossil to help you answer ques-
tion 2. Geologists use )fossils to help them match rock layers.

Itttal, \. k t ___Ntatzm,
747f P / lerprg, TAO'11;014 o

4 b 1/461 4V



In fact, the presence of a certain type of fossil is a better
clue that the layers match than is the t\ pe 01 lock. Notice

von that the layer containing this plant fossil, which is called
Glos.vopteris, lies just above the tillite.

Here's one more fact that might be helpful. Rock sequence
in 1 in Figure 4 is found in southern Brazil and rock sequence

2 is found in South Africa!
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03. How can you explain the occurrence of similar rock
layers and identical fossil plants On two different continents?

Probably the wofigest kind of evidence to support conti,
nental drift is the presence of identical fossil plants, such
as Glossopteris; on different continents separated by hun-
dreds of miles of ocean. Identical plants could hardly have
developed in areas separated by such distances. It is possible
that the seeds of these plants could have floated across the
ocean, but most biologists rule this out. You may suggest
that birds carried the seeds. However, the first flying animals
did not occur rintil millions of years after this time. Thus,
the idea of continental drift was supported on the basis
of similar rock layers and fossils occurring on different
continents.

You might be wondering whether similar sequences
and the fossil plant Glossopieris have been found elsewhere.
Welq they have! They were found in Austi,alia, India, and
Antarctica!

3 Contraction Theory

Tilting of rocks, moVements of tlo earth's crust, and earth-
quakes are examples of the kinds of forces that affect the

. earth. What produces these forces that dimple, wrinkle,
bulge, crack, and tilt the earth's surface? (See Figure 1.)
Geologists disagree upon this, but several useful models heve
been developed.

One model is described below.. Read the description flare-
fully and think about how the process being described might
'have affected the earth.' Later you will .be asked to use the
model to explain how certain mountains, were formed. _17
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*Figure 1

18 RESOURCE 3
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Have you ever seen what happen's to the skin of an apple
when it is baked? As shown in Figure 2, the skin buckles
and cracks as loss of water causes the fruit inside to shrink.
If you have never seert a baked apple, bake one at home.

. Figure 2.
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One model for mountain-building and earthquakes views

the earth as being somewhat like a baked apple that is, as
having a tough "skin" around a core that was once very hot

and Is 110W Sill Mk I Ii ;is II '(+lis ACt..c)111111: fh s Ilk

the core shrank, causing some parts of the earth's crust to
be uplifted, forining mountains. Oilier parts of the crust were
pushed downward into valleys (see Figure 3). Cracks tOrmed

in the crust and these led to still other changes.

MountainS

Valley

Surface rocks

Earth's cote

4 Sea-floor Spreading
and Earthquakes

You have completed ,an exercise in which you plotted the
location of many earth4uakes. Geologists have been collect-
ing similar data for years and have compiled the data as you
did when you plotted the earthquakes. Figure 1 on the next
page is awofid map showing the distribution of earthquakes.

Note that the earthquakes are restricted to zones or belts
and are not evenly distributed, on the care*

01. In the region between South America and AfricA, are
tidy earthquakes shallow, ifitermedi te,. or deep? ,

02. How deep1 are the 'earthquak that occur along the
western coast of South Ametica?

Figure 3 .

03. Identify two other areas where intermediate and deep
,earthquakles occur..

4
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you should have noted that there is a zone of shallow
earthquakes splitting thp Atlantic Ocean. In fact, if you
glance back to the map you can trace the shallpw earth-
quakes around the earth. This system of shallow earthquakes
is known as the mid-ocean ridge system and consists of a
chain of volcanic mountains. Shallow and deep earthquakes
occur along the boundaries of oceans and continenWsuch
as South America and the Pacific Ocean) or between two
continents (Africa and Europe).

How can this pattern ,of earthquakes be explained? One
theory that has been proposed states that the earth's crust
is separated into plates hat in vme places Are spreading/ apart .and in other plac s are. &Hiding. The earthquakes

20 RESOURCE 4 occur when these plates of crust are separating or colliding.



According to the theory, new crust is being fwmed at the
mid -ocean IRIrses and i sincading away ill Mil
directions; at other plaees older crust is sinking back into
the earth. It's like a great big convey:;?. belt. Figure 2 shows
a continent rifting and then the two se&ments drifting away
in opposite directions. New crust forms and spreads away
from a central ridge.

What evidence is there that the ocean floor is spreading
away from the mid-ocean ridges? To find out, you and your
partner will need a bar magnet, 2 compasses, 2 sheets of
notebook.paper, and a ruler.

Figure 2

ACTIVItY 1. Tape together the 2 sheets of notebook paper,
as shown. Move two desks together so that they are touching.
Insert the two sheets of paper between the desks with the
taped end hanging down between the desks. Fold the left
sheet qf paper so that the top half rests on the left desk; fold
the right sheet in the same manner 'over the right desk. As-
sume lhat the joined sheets of paper represent a continent
before break up.

Taped end
hanging down

RESOURCE 4 21 ,
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ACTIVITY 2. Place a small bar magnet next to the papers In

the groove between the two desks. Place two compasses on

each sheet of paper, as shown. Tuf n the magnet around If

the needle on each compass is not pointing toward the mag-

net. The magnet represents the earth's magnetic field, and

the compasses will be used to detect thes,!ield. Draw a line

on each sheet of paper along the groove. This line represents

the edge of the two continents.

ACTIVITY 3. Rift, or split, the supercontinent by placing one

-hand on ear..h.sheet of.paper and slowly spreading the papers

away from the center. Spread each sheet di parer about 3-

cm from the rift line you drew. lightly in red the area

of paper that you have pulled out the table. (This

is the rift area.)

ACTIVITY 4. Record the magnetic field on each side of the

rift by drawing an arrow in the direction that the compass

needle is pointing. Rift
area

Magnetic
field



.

ACTIVITY 6. Turn the magnet around 1800, so that the end
that was awe? from the paper is now pointing toward the
paper. Spread the continents as you did in Activity 3, but this
time spread them 1.5 cm. Shade lightly in blue the area that
was pulled out. Again, measure and record the direction of
the compass needle, as you did in Activity 4.

Turn magnet 1800

Repeat Activity 5 two more times, spreading the continents
2 cm the first time and 4 cm the second. Be sure to alternate
the colors, and also be sure to reverse the magnet each time.

It has been discovered that the,earth's magnetic field has
reversed several times during geologic tinge. Each time you
turned the magnet around, you were reversing the earth's
magnetic field. No doubt you have worked with a magnet
and you know that metal, such as iron, will be attracted to
a magnet. According to the sea-floor spreading theory, if
molten rock spreads away from the central rift and if the
rock contains metallic material that would act like little com-
pass needles, then the record of the magnetic field should
be recorded in the rock. The little metallic "compasses"
would line up witlw the earth's magnetic field just as the
compasses you are oing line up with the magnet.

Figure 3 on page 24 shows a diagram.of the magnetic field
recorded in the North Atlantic.

The ridge axis is in the center and the shaded areas repre-
sent rock on the sea floor that records the earth's magnetic
field as normal (same as it is now), and the white indicates
rocks with a reversed magnetic field.

38
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Figure 3

A

E14. Does the diagram in Figure 3 resemble the model.you

made with the two sheets of paper?

05. Measure the distance along line AA', from the ridge axis

to the last shaded area on each side of the axis. Are the two

distances about the same?

06. What does this tell you about the amount of spreading

on' each side of the ridge?

Examine the drawing on the two sheels of paper that you

worked with in Activities 1 through 5. According to the sea-

floor spreading theory, the Atlantic Ocean now occupies the

area between the two continents that you split apart. Assume

South America is the continent on the left and Africa the

one on the right.

ERA If you were to collect samples .of rock at the ridge and.

at several other areas between the ridge and South America,

what would you predict about the age of the rocks? .

-Since the activity at the ridge.is near the surface of the .

crust, the 'earthquakes are shallow. AS 'new czust forms, it .

,
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spreads away from the crust, with spreading on eithei side
about the same. Further, it has been discovered that the
farther from the mid-ocean ridge the sediments are, the iiklet
they arc. Thus, wientists now believe the ocean tlooi in the
Atlantic is spreading.slowly away from the mid-ocean
The pattern of earthquakes akin% the mid-ocean ridge out-
lines a huge crack in the earth's crust.
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The Mountains
4

Suppose you were asked to guess where the photograph in
Figure 2-1 was taken. We're not so interested in, the place,
but rather in the general geologic setting of the picture. AS
a clue, we'll tell you that the features you see are calla ripple
marks.

*si Wit k\

k

j .

Figure 2-1
. Did you .guess I seacoast, a stream, or a lakeshore All

of these are obviously sources of water. You may be surprised
to discover that the ripple marks you see are in the Rocky
Mountains in Colorado!

Not only are they in the Rocky Mountains, but they also
are not lying flat. Look at the complete scene in Figure 2-2.
The ripple mark surface is tilted!

4.

Chapter 2
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Figure 2-2

We have .two observations here, don't We? First, we ob-

serVe a feature that was probably formed underwater, per-
haps in the sea but here it is high in the Rocky Mountains.

.Second, the surface upon which the ripples are seen is tilted.

What does this tell us about these rocks and this area? To

find out, let's trace the history of this area very briefly, using

the observations we have. For this activity you will need

a geology cutout block, a pair of sciss'ors, a clinometer, and

2 colored pencils.

28 CHAPTER 2

ACTIVITY 2-1. Cut ou,flfè figure along the dotted lines; then

within the area marked by the solid lines, sketch in a series

of parallel lines to represent ripple marks.

,.410VbiTN,Sit,V;4tarsfVeVa4



ACTIVITY 2-2. Mold a square of clay the same size as the
area within the solid lines and then fold the paper mold along
the solid lines and place the model on top of the clayyou
now have a geology-block model.

'Hands
_shape
' clay

Paper
model

Fold
here

Examine Figure 2-3, shown below. This is a cross-section
diagram of the area shown in Figure 2-2.

Red
rocks

Ripple-mark
zone

West

Agure 2-3

Now return to your geology-block model, ternembering
that you are looking at one section of the area shown in
Figure 2-3.

Block flat

Block tilted

QTIVITY 2-3. Assume that when the ripple marks were being
formed, the water was washing over level land. lace your
block flat on the table with the ripples up. Ldok at the ripple
mark zone of Figure 2-3 and then orient your block the same
as in the figure. You may have to support your geology block
with a book.



1 12-1. Wnte in your Record Book a vciy blict acount,
based on what you have just done, of what you think might

have happened in the past in the area of the ripple mark

zone.

You've probably concluded that the rocks in this area were

once lying tlat but now are tilted. orme force must have

pushed the rocks up from right to left on Figure 2-3. If xou

return to your geology block you can estimate how much

it was tilted up. (If you took down the geology block, tilt

it again as the rocks are tilted in Figure 2-3 in the ripple

mark zone.)
4

* ACTIVITY 2-4. The tilt of the rocks (geologists call it dip) can

be measured with an instrument called a clinometer. To make

one, tape a protractor to a 5" x 7" index card, as shown, and

then, from the reference point of the protractor, hang a string

with a weight on the end.
40:

String

Count number
of zlegrees.

30 CHAPTER 2

4

Index
card

Weight

ACTIVITY 2-5. Place the clinometer on your geology block

and read the angle directly off the clinometer. .

,02-2. How many degrees did you estimate die rocks have

been tilted?

This angleis known as the dip angle and, as you have

found out,, is a measure of hog/ much the rocks have been

tilted..To m-ove many thousands of tons of rock takes quite

a bit of energy. In this chapter you'll examine rocks in a

variety of mountains and attempt to determine how moun-

tains were forMed, what they are made frbm, and what is

likely to happen to them in the future.

b -
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materials from the jnountains. Select the following rocks
from the rock kit in the supply area: numbers 05, 06. O.
12, 13, and 17.

begin your study, you will need a hand lens and a
teasing needle (a sharp nail will do). Your goal is to be able
to describe your samples and make a decision about the
texture of each rock. You're going to discover that you can
tell a lot about a rock from its texture. Enter all your deci-
sions in Tati1 2-1.of your Record Book.

ACTIVITY 2-6. Pick up a rock simple and look at it, using
a hand lens. Hold the rock a few centkfteteri from your eye,
with the hand lens up to your eye. Rotate the sample in your
hand (in good light), examining the surfaces of the rock.

ACTIVITY 2-7. First decide whether the rock is made of only
kind of material or component, or more than one.

Enter your decision In Table 2-1.

,

. ACTIVITY 2-8. FOCUS on the way the components In the rock
are held together. Decide whether the components are non-

V Interlocking, or If the components are Interlocking. Enter your
choice In the table.I

A

4.

31



ACTIVITY 2-9. For those rocks you decided were Interlocking,

decide if the components are oriented in a given direction

or randomly distributed in the rock.
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Table 2-1

Repeat Activities 2-6 through 2-9 for each rock sample,

entering each of your decisions in the table. When you have

studied each rock sample, use the data to sort your rocks

into two groups, one with interlocking texture and the other

with noninterlocking texture. Tak careful note of. Nyhich

rocks are in.each group. Later, afte you find out more/about
how the rocks are formed, you 11 return to expldfin why

they have, different textures. You have now described a few

samples of mountain rocks dnd have noted differentes in the
.1--

way they look.
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Here are some of the questions that you'll he tackling next.

02-3. a. Ilow"do you distinguish among igneous, sedimen-
tary, and metamorphic rocks?

b. I low do these rocks form?
c. What kind of materials are these rocks maiie or?

After having studied the resources in Cluster A, return to
the six rocks you studied and answer the following questions,

D2-4. How do you think rocks with inttrIocking texture
differ from rocks with noninterlocking texture in terms of
the way they are formed? Identify at least one mineral in
each of the six rocks and indicate, in Table 2-2,in ygur
Record Book, whether the rock is igneous, metamorthic, or
sedimethary.
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1Before taking a tour-of the mountains in the United States,
let's get a general picture of the distribution sof rocks in the
country and how they are associated with the mountains.
Examine the map in Figure 2-4 showing the distribution of
.flat-lying sedimentary, steeply-tilted sedimentary, and igne-
out and metamorphic rocks. COmpare the rock distribution
map with the map showing the location of the mountains
in the United States (Figure 2-5). Using ther two maps,
answer the following questions.
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t 12 1, . VY hat kin md 01 locks \\ild )011
Am alachian Mountaitis?

4° 1 12-6. Are there any mouniams in wnii state? If not. r.o on

to question 2-7. What is the name of these IllOuntains? What

,
kind of rocks are lOund in them?

i 12-7. If your response)vr 2-6 was No, whuTe are the closest
. v

mountains?

U2-8. What-kinds of rocksr.would yOu find thcre?

Figure 2-4

Flat-lying rocks
1.

r-----1 Steeply-tilted rocks

I eous aiid meta-
rocks

Figure 2..6

Casqade
Range

ocky
Mountains

r. Ozark
Appalachians

Coast
Ranges
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Death Valley, California

Your first stop on an imaginifry tour of the mountainous
regions of the United States takes' you to the lowest point
in the country- Death Valley. An :irea 85 nwters (280 feet)
berbw sea level may seein like a strange place to herin a
tour of the mountains), But if you take a look at Figure 2-6,
you will see that sonic fairly hilp mountains surround the
vary.

'A.,-

+1.

Notice how steep and rugged the west wall ofDeath Valley
looks. Piles of sediment, apparent in Figure 2-6, fan out at
the base of the wait and you can see patches ol*light gravel
on the steep fan-shaped formation .in the center of the pic-
ture. If wç examine the fan more closely, we can observe
some ftatu s th t may indicate that active processes are
oceurring in the rea.'Figure 2-7 is a view of an alluvial fan-
(sand w.ashed do, n from the mountain) on the west side of
Death Valley. Look closely at.point A. There *pears to be
a line running left, and_right from this point.

02-9. What appears to have happened above the line On

the fan?

4

Figure 2-6

"b.

CHAPTEA 2 35
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Igure 2-7

36 CRPTER2

Now ok/back at Figure 2-6, the west wall of the valley.

Locate. One of layered rocks.

1;32-1 Based on whatyou know about the formation of'

layer rocks, what does the positiSn of these rocks tell you
abou he probable movement on the west well of the valley?

Figure 2-8 shows% general View of thc Dvith Valley area.
Once again, notice how steep and rugged the west wall of
the valley is. Then check the steepness of the back side of
the same -mountain. Notice how many other mountains in
the Death Valley area have the same wedge shape (see point

A in Figure 2-8). Use Cluster C for help.

02-11. By what process did these wedge-shaped mountains
form?

-

02-12. Explain your answer to question 2-11, using one
model for uplift-of thie carth's 'crust:

.0

i.\



Pacific Ocean

Sierra Nevada
Death Valley

41 1

Weight of sediments

Mono craters In California

About 320 kilometers (200 miles) north of Death Valley
is a set of mountains that looks quite different from the Ones
you've looked at so far. The Mono craters are a group of
about 20 domes, several of which appear in Figure 2-9. A
single Mono crater is shown at A in Figure 2-9, while a trio
are shown neg B.

'\

Fault

Figure 2-8

Figure 2-9
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It 011 Welt. It h,,,k ,11 the ti 1,1 of cLocl k !owl\ flicy

would apiwar to he hke the thawing in Figure 2-10. there
you will noticelhat the dome contains a shallow hole at the

top.
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Figure 2-10

Figure 2-11

In the supply area are some 4)ecimens (number ill) of
rock like the ones in the Mono crater area. Examine one
or more of these carefully, and rekr.to Cluster B.

EI2-13. Based on your knowledge of rocks, what clue does
the texture of the rock give you as to the origin of the rock?

E2-14. Based on the shape of the features in Figure 2-10
and the kind of rock.samples you have seen, how 00 you
think the Mono craters were formed?

4
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Examine Figure 2-11, a photograph of Mount St. imens
in the state of Washington. Notice that this almost
1.000 metei(10,000 toot) hil).11 pi.mt stands. well aw.4 twin
any other mountain and is lather. cone-shaped.

I 12-15. 1 >o you think Mount St. Helens was lot med in a
way similar to the Mono craters? Explain your itnswei

Stone Mountain, Georgia

One of the thost interesting mountains in the country hes
just outside of Atlanta, Georgia, and is called Stone Moun-
tain (see Figure 2-12). This 200-meter(650-f)ot)-high hunik

of once molten roc$, is surrounded for miles in all directions
by rocks that geologists believe were originally formed ii
watcr but arc now metamorphic.

:-', :.r.:,_ ...,,,,
I.,
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The.rocks that make up Stone .Mountain are 'quite differ-
ent in appearance from the rocks you examined from the
Mono craters. In the supply area you will find samples
(number.01) of rocks like those from Stone Mountain.. Corn-
pare thefe samples with the Momi ciater rocks.

Figure2-12

02.16. What do the differences in these rocks tell you about A

how and where the Stone Mountain samples were formed? CHAPTER 2 39

4
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12-17. If the locks hom Stone Mountain Were formed

within the crust, how can you explain the fact that they are
exposed at the surface, and are higher thanllie surrounding
rocks? Cluster B will help with the explanalion.

Here is a sketch of the roadcut shown in the photograph

in Figure 2-13. The light-colored rock is sedimentary, and the

dark-colored rock is igneous. Based on the resources in Cluster

C, answer the following.

1. How did rhe dark-colored rock get where it is now?

2. Which do you think is older: the sedimentary rock or

the igneous rock?

Vaktlyattl,t(kt



Ridges and valleys of the Appalachians

As the map in Vigure 2-14 shows, the Appalachian Motin
tams extend over much of the eastet n Jutted Staks. Looking
closer at the mountains (see Figure 2-15), three zones can
be identified as follows: zone A, the Appalachian plateau
consisting of fiat, gently tilted sedimentary rock; zone 13, a
series of ridges.and valleys trending toward the northeast:
and zone C, metamorphic and igneous rocks, forming the
Great Smoky Mountains. Farther to the east, the Piedmont
and coastal plains are encountered.

Figure 2-14

.!1' 1.

Let's focus on zone B, the ridges and valleys of the Ap-
palachians. If you were a geologist trying to judge how ridges
and valleys were formed, you wolild have to travel over a
wide area. Figure 2-16 has been <Irvin to save you itime.
This diagram shows some of the ridges and valleys, as well
as the rocks, in cross section. I CHAPTER 2 41
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SEARCHING FOR
A MODEL

Table 2-3

42 CHAPTER 2

Ftyine 2-16

1-12-18. Explain and describe a process that will account for
the series of ridges and valleys shown in Figure 2-16.

In Chapter 1, you studied seVeral models that dealt with
uplift of the earth's surface. In this chapter,.you studied
several types of mountains. Table 2-3 summarizes for you
information about each mountain that you investigated.

a

.
Types of

Rocks it"

Origin of
Rocks

Shape of
Mountains

Blopk-Fault
(Death Valley)

sedimentary
and
metamorphic

V.

marine
deposits

linear;
wedge-shaped

.
.

v Mono craters

..

igneous
.

.

cooling of
molten
material at
the surface
of.crust

round

.- Stone
Mountain

...k.
1

'

igneous

..

cooling of
molten
material
beneath the
crust

4

round

.

.. Valley and
?.. Ridge of -

Appalachians

sedimentary

?

marine
. deposits

A

linear;
-folds

02-19. Do any of the models you have studied help you
explain how any one or several of the snduntains listed in
Table 2-3 might have been formed?

J
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Removing the mountains

Mountains don't last loft-ye!! 111) to this pima, you
been concentrating on how the land is uplifted to tot in
mountains. Let's make a slight departure and see how they
are cut down and sculptured. Much of the variety that causes
mountains to be so awe-inspiring was cause.d by the sculptur.
ipg of already uplifted materials. One way that mountains
are sculptured is by glacial action. Take a look at Figure 2-17.

-

ItieK

v.
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Notice how many sharp ridges are in this portion of the
Canadian Rocky Mountains. Notice also the U-shaped val-
leys, the many bowl-shaped basins, and the almost complete
absence of flat surfaces. This kind of landscape is fairly
tyPical of areas that have been carved by glaciersmov-
ing rivers of ice. In fact, the- remains of what was probably
once a much larger glacier are shown in the center of the
*photograph.

02-20. How does a glacier sculpture mountains? To help
solve this problem, you might -use Cluster D and consider
the following questions.

\
Figure 2-17

i
'Ai-4E11;7 51

02-21. How are glaciers made, and how do they move? CI IAI)1 Di 2 43



1
12-22. How ale glacial features, such as U-shaped valleys.

howl-shaped llama:, glaklat lakc,., and hattrinr
created?

SUMMARY *Wel1 . if you've done epod work. you've learned a great deal

about the way mountains took on their characteristics.

You've also had a chance to think about forces that are acting

upon mountains today.

Horn

Cirque
Young
mountains

voley
glacier

Figure 2-18

WHAT KIND OF
MOUNTAINS DO
THESE LOOK LIKE?

fi ,1
To find out how well you've done your work, look over

Figure 2-18. You will recognize this dr wing as part of the

overview sketch you saw before in Fig re 1-4. On the draw-

ing, you will find examples of jAst bout all the kinds of
situations you'velooked at in this'Chapter. If you've worked

well, you should be able to give reasonable descriptions of

the way each type of mountain in the picture was formed.

You should also be able to identify the forces' acting upon

each kind of mountain and .to predict what changes these

will produce in the future.

Before going on. do Self-Evaluation 2 In your Record Book.
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5 Distinguishing Among
Igneous, Sedjmentary,
and Metamorphic Rocks

k

9.

LUSTER A
!) 17)

how 101)7
1.!;011ctii!NCy ON
I HI- ROCKS
k

II" he properties that a lock has ale a les0 of how the rock
was formed, 1 hus, in this resource VoU will make catetul
oftservations of rocks in order to determine how they weie
formed. In doing this. Non will then be able to tell if a rryen
rock is sedimentary, igneous. or metamorphic. .

Go to the supply area and pick up a kit of mixed rocks.
a hand lens, 1 bottle of. I 1 ( and a steel nail. Before working
through the activities that follow. predict which rocks you
believe weri-1-(1) once molten and th6n hardened as they
cooled, or (2) once sediment but then cemented together.
Make separate lists, using the number on the rocks, and then
at the end of the resource you can check to see how good,
your predictions were.

Listed below ikre a few simple tests that will help you sort
the rocks. Read the tests tirst so that you understand them.
Then sort the rocks hito three groups according to these tc.sts

and the sequence of numbered questions that follow.

Rock Tests

Texture test: Determine whether the specimen ( I) has visible
components (minerals) that are held together in an interlock-.
ing fashion, (2) has visible components (minerals) that are
held together by a cement (noninterlocking), (3) looks glassy
and is very smooth, (4) looks frothy and has lots of holes/
in it, or (5) has a. very fine-grained appearance and seems
to lack minerals.

0
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46 RESOUFICE 5

.4,1, ii HU' in the specimen .111d

RI identity as many Miller als as yOn Can. I he MON/ t tIni-

nhm ytm V.. ill piobablv see ale quat Ii, reldspai,

mica. calcite, and hornblende. can 1101 identify these,

do Resource 1 1.

Fossil test: Look for lossiM in the iock. They niaY be in the

l'orm of small shells or imprints ot leaves.

hzernical test: I'm a eouple ordiops of IR'l on the specimen

and look for bubbling. Be sure to wash the specimen with

water when you are done.
.

Pick up a speeithen and write down its number. Ask your-

self die following questions and write down the answers as

you go. II your rock fits the description of any or the items

that are preceded 'by as-terisks, then you can make a decision

on the specimen at that point. You won't need to go any

r./iinther tt4.. checking that specimen. When that happens, pick

up _Another specimemond.start with question I again.

I. Is the rock made up of visible minerals that are inter-.

locking? If the answer is Yes, it cannot be sedimentary --go

on to item 2 in this list. If the answer is No, go to item 7.

2. Are the minerals of the same kind (same color, about

.the same shape, same hardness)? If the answer is Yes, it

cannot be igneous.go to 3. If the answer is No, go to 4.

*3. A rock with crygotals of all the same kind is probably

metamorie.

4. Are the ,minerals of the different types distributed in

a uniformly mixed pattern like the one .shown in the sketch

(each number represents a different kind of mineral)?

If the answer is Yes, go to 5. If the answer is No, go to .6.

*5. A rock with different types of'minerals in a UniforMly

mixed pattern is. an ipeous rock.

*6. &rock with different types of minerals arranged in

stripes or bands is metamorphic rock. .



7 Is the lock frothy (full of small holesP If the answei
is Yes, go to h. 11 No, go,to 9.

*8. A rock, with lots of small holes, that looks as though
it has been full of gas at some time is an igneous rock
formyd by cooling a gassy lava.

9. Is the rock glassy (like a piece of colored broken glass)?
If the answer is Yes, go to 10. If No, go to I I.

*10. A dark, hard rock that looks like glass is probably
igneous rock formed by fast cpoling.0 a lava flow from
a volcano.

11. Is the rock made up of strong, fiat sheets that look
as though they will split off into slatelike pieces? If the
answer is Yes, go to 12. If No, go to 13.

*12. A rok that splits easily into thin, flat sheets is proba-
bly metam rphic. The splitting has been caused by pres-
sure. It used to be sedimentary. If tbssils are present1 they
are probably squashed and flattened.

13. Does the rock contain easily recognized particles, like
fine silt, sand, or pebbles, cemented together? If the answer
is Yes, go to 14. If No, go to 15. Table 1

Test Sedimentary
...

.. Igneous Metamorphic

'- .

Texture

, .s..
.

. Noninterlocking; sfze of
minerals rules from
very large:gramrto

..
invisible. :- '

.
:

.Interlocking; random
distribution; size of
minerals ranges from
glassy to large giains. .

,

.

Interlocking; random
Ind oriented distribution
in bands or flakes; size
ranges from invisible
grains to very large grains.

1
,

. !
,

Composition

.

Minerals may include
,quartz, feldspar, calcite..

'.!;'.'

Usuallycontains quartz,
i
ts'.feldspar, mica; sometimes
-' hornblende, olivine.

.
Minerals may be quartz,
feldspar, mica; some
contain garnet or calcite.

t

Fossil :..,

:.--.:* sN
.

. ,

.C.Miiy haye. foisils. , . :-.
. 1...., ..:,7 i.'1,

,, . ' ; ' ;: . -i'.,

. .

f

"..iliqo fossils
'.'4;!1: .

1:::: *-

1

If fossils are present, they.
are usually squashed or
twisted..

.

6: : l'i.t
. Chemical. May'bubble with HC1.;

A,

.

f.:Does'not react with HC1.
.

.
, i

May bubble with HC1.

. ,-:14Pt4-.4.

;CI%



iock made ot stit. and. oi pebbles cemented to-
gether is sedimentary. It may have fossils. You can proba-

bly see the layering in good specimens.

15. If you have come this far, you have a specimen that

is difficult to identify. It is not igneous. It may be sedimen-

tary or metamorphic. An expert is needed to sort this one

out.

Check your answers against Table 1.

6 How Igneus Rocks
Are Formed

Igneous rock is rock that was once molten and that crystal-

lized as it coolerrienie igneous rocks arc made of very small

crystals, and others2re made of large crystals, but most are
made of crystals ornifferent sizes, colors, and compositions.

lb .be able to understand how igneous rock forms from

molten rock, you can simulate (imitate) the process on a
small scale. You will need the following items: .

I test-tube rack
3 test tubes
I alcohol burner
I test-tube holder
3 large corks

1 baby-food jar
1 knife, cork borer,

or scissors
Naphthalene flakes
Sodium thiosulfate

I flat metal or glass surface Sulfur
(aluminum foil, window glass)

ACTIVITY 1. Using a knife, cork borer,

dig out the middle of a cork to make a
diagram. Prepare three corks like this
and C.

63

oripcIssors, carefully
well, as ihown in the
and label them A, 13,
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ACTIVITY 2. Get 3 test tubes and label them A, B, and C.
Put about 5 cm ot naphthalene flakes Into test tube A.

ACTIVITY 3. Put about the same amount (5 cm) of sodium
thiosulfate into tube B and of sulfur into tube C.

ACTIVITY 4. Very gently heat tube A until the naphthalene
starts to melt. Then ttiOke the tube away and shake it gently.
Heat a little more mid then shake again. Keep doing this until
-all the naphthalene has melted.

Li

. ,
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ACTIVITY 5. Pour part of the melted naphthalene quickly into
the well in the cork labeled A, just filling the well. Put the
cork aside in a sate place where it won't get knocked over.
Look at the top of the liquid every few minutes or so, but don't

move the cork.

ACTIVITY 6. Support the piece of glass or aluminum foil on
a paper towel. Now pour the rest of the naphthalene down
the gently sloping glass or foil.

(

Repeat Activities 4, 5 and 6, using the sodium ihiosulfate
and then the sulfur. Try not to use all the sulfur from tube
C. Set tube C aside after these activities. Meanwhile, keep
checking on the melted materials you poured into the wells
in the corks.

Now carefully compare the structure of the materials you
poured onto the fiat surfaces with the materials in the corks.

ACTIVITY 7. When the substance in each cork Is completely

50 RESOURCE 6 solid, cut the cork In half with a sharp knife.
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What differences do you observe between the substances
cooled by pouring down the glass and the NU bstances cooled
h) pout mi.,. them into h ll th eotk.'

You have just carried out a simulation experiment. Pour-
ing the molten material down a cold slope is somewhat simi-
lar to what happens when lava pours out onto the land
surface. Lava, however, contains several different chemical
substances, and its temperature is aboul 900 1100" C, de-
pending on the, mineral composition.
N'Fhe liquid in the cork simulates molten rock that has

forced its way into cracks deep in the crust. The surrounding
rock acts as an insulator just as the cork does and prevents
rapid loss of heat. A body of igneous rock formed in this
way is called an intrusion.

Sometimes the lava in contact with the cold rock at the
margin of an intrusion is chilled more quickly than in the
Cen ter.

Look alithe substances in the corks you have cut (Figure
1). Whatwdifferences can -you see in the structure of the
material next to-the cork (at A) and in the middle (at B)?

4

ACTIVITY 8. Now get test tube C with the leftover sulfur in
it. (If you used all the sulfur, add about half an inch more.) I
Heat very gently as you did before to produce a pale golden
liquid. Have a beaker of cold water ready. Pour the liquid
sulfur into the water.

Figure 1

1

f

V2

Pick the lumps of solid sulf r out of the water and look
at them closely. Compare the s ructure with the sulfur from
the "intrusion" and from the "flow." These differences are RESOURCE 6 51
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very similar to what happens to lava If lava pouts out under

the sea, it. lolls into lt Inipi 16th r.Eiss% lookinL, SuiLit

it pours out onto tlw land in thin flows that cool very rapidly,

it may fOrm a glassy substance.
Sulfur does not really foun a glass, hut the very rapid

cooling does not allow erystak to fin in properly. When this

sort of thing happens to the silicate minerals in lava, crystals

cannot form: tlwrcltire, a glass is formed instead.

Get tlw rock kit and select the igne4us rucks from it. (You

should already have done the resource on distinguishing rock

types. If you have not, stop here and do thc previous re-

source.) Compare the different types of igneous rock. What

differences can you see in the -Mors, shapes, and sizes of

crystals? Can you predict whether each rock is from an intru-

sion or from a flow?
&simulation experiment is ofien a useful device for help-

ing to develop models of processes that are .diflicult to ob-

serve. Geologists/n the field can Icid other evidence to that

from simulation experiments because there are active vol-

canoes in, existence. Freshly cooled lava flows from a new

eruption can be exainined and compared with much older

rocks.

7 I The Formption of
Layered Sediments

FIRST BANK L
GEOLOGY

of

52
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Whether you are at the seashore, in the mountains, or on
the plaim, you aic likely to tind rock onicior. like th.).(6
shown in Figure 1. The outcrops all have one striking feature
in common. Take a careful look at Figures 2 and 3, too, and
see if you can identify the frature that all th .. photographs
have in common. It is a feature that proba came about

,in roughly the same way each time.

IL
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Figute 1 Figure 2 -.

: Figure 3
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Tap
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he re
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ture, you can do some simple experiments. You and your
partner will need the tollowinv, materials:

4 test tubes. with
stoppers

2 baby-food jars

50 nil water

tsp crushed
chalk (white)

tsp crushed
chalk (colored)

tsp sand

tSp

tsp santi-silt mixture

plasuc teasp4)(w

1 bottle of calcium
chloi ide powder

bottle sodium carbonate
powde!

droppers

Dropping bottle of I1C1

I watch glass or other
piece of glass

1 filter-paper disk

ACTIVITY 1. FHI a teat tube about half full of water and add

about ; teaspoon calcium chloride. Cap the test tube and

shake it to dissolve the calcium chloride.

ACTIVITY 2. Stand the test tube in a baby-food jar on Abe
talte. Remove the stopper and let' the water settle. Now taki

teaspoon sand, pold it over the bottle, and tap gently so

that the sand graihs fall slowly into the water in the test tube.

Keep tapping until all the sand has gone...



ACTIVITY 3. Usi ilg the same test tube, Galt:fully add ; tea-
spoon crushed colored chalk in the same way. Do not disturb
the test tube while you are doing it, and let it stand for a few
minutes afterward.

, Repeat the.process once more, using the white chalk
Allow it to settle tOr aboutitwo minutes and then add the
silt in the same way. Now look into the test tube through
the side, without disturbing it. What do.you see?

ACTIVITY 4. Put about 'an inch of water into a clean test tube,
and add ; teaspoon sodium carbonate. Stopper and shake
it until everything dissolves. Take up the solution into a droli-
per. Slowly add the solution, a couple of drops at a time, into
the test tube to which you added sand, chalk, and silt. Ob-
serve what is happening. When you have used all the sodium
carbonate solution, let the test tube stand for several minutes.

Could this processparticles settling in waterform lay-
ers like those. in the photographs? What evidence would you
need about the rocks in the photographs to confirm thai this
process caused the layers to form?

In the experiment just completed, you sekcted difIbrent

eunds

of particles, and you -used a chemical reaction to.pro-
ce another kind of partick. Let's take a closer look at the

chemically formed particles.

ta.
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AC LIVI I V 5. Put about an inch of water into a third clean tt-A
tube. Add about a 41 teaspoon calcium chloride. Stopper the
tube and shake it until everything dissolves. Make up a solu-
tion of sodium carbonate as you did for Activity 4. Add this
solution to the calcium chloride solution.

ACTIVITY 6. Now filter the mixture you have made into a
CeIclum baby-food jar.
chloride

ACTIVITY 7. Scrape the particles off the filter paper onto a
small watch glass or other piece of glass. That which remains

on the glass is the residue.

56 RESOURCE 7
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ACTIVIIY 8. Using a clean dropper, add one-drop of hydro-
chloric acid to the residue.

Hydrochloric
acid

What happened when you added hydrochloric acid to the
particles? You will find that sonic: of the rock specimens in
the rock kit will also react in a similar/ay with hydrochloric
acid. .1-hese rocks are called limestones and contain calcium
carbonate, the same chemical contained- in the particles that
settled out of the solution in Activity 4. Sonic: limestones are
thought to have been formed by the settling-out of calcium
carbonate in la

Get the ro
hydroehlotie

Ilkind out which specimens react with

ACTIVITY . Takt'iouf fourth clean test tube and fill it about
three-fourths VII"of' .water. Pour about 1 teaspoon of the
sand-silt mixture into the test tube. Stopper the test tube and
shake It vigorously for a few secondi. Put the test tube Into
the jar and let the contents settle. Carefully observe what is
happening.

What (16 you'notii e. about the rate lof settling of the
different-sized particles?

These simple experiments and the evidence in the rock
specimens give a few clues .that layers might be formed from
particles 'settling out from watcr, but how are these layers
changed into rack?

You can et some more clues by doing the following re-
source, "How Sediments Harden into Rock."

74;

Water (314 full)

RESOURCE 7 57
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8 How Sediments
Harden into Rock

Sediments are deposited in the form of lavers of particles.
The particles in most layered rock have properties that show
they were once sc.,diments deposited in water. But how do
such sediments become hardened into rock?

Since the water in rivers and in the oceans contains many
dissolve minerals, perhaps these mii*alsthave an effect on
depositedNcImcnts. To study how Msolved minerals can
affect sediments, you can try the following experiment. Go
to the supply aretraild get the following items:

3 paper cups
I teaspoon
Fine sand
Ferrous sulfate (4 soluble compound of iron)
Ferrous ammonium sulfate (a soluble compound of iron)
Scissors

ACTIVITY :I. Get a palmr cup and cut It off to make a small
flat dish about half an inch deep. Fill it about halfway with
water and add about ; teaspoon ferrous sulfate. Shake the
dish until the FeSO4 dissolves completely.

ACTIVITY 2. Now sprinkle fine sand into the water. Keep s
adding until wet sand almost fills the dish. Shake the dish
to level the sediment and then set it aside in a warm_gate

sl.
place until your next class.
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monnull sulfate as the substance to be dissolved..
A Is o set up a third expel intent. ust ug only watei and sand.

Without any dissolved mineral.

1.11. What is the pui pose of this third experiment?

Since it will take at least a day fOr the sand to dry out.
you might go on to the ne.xt resource, "Sedimentary Rocks,"
if you still have class time left. When the sand has completely
dried out, remove it from the paper cup, and compare the
results of the three experiments.

L__12. What do you notice?

In this experiment, the presence of a dissolved iron com-
pound in water causes a cementing and hardening action on
the sand particles as the deposit dries out. You may even
have found that your deposit changed to a yellowish color.

Iron cornpounds have been identified as the cementing
agent in many sedimentary rocks, and tha yellowish or red-
dish color of many sandstones is dO to the presence of such
compounds in the cementing material.

This experiment suggests at least one way that deposited
particles might harden. Natural waters contain many dis-
solved materials that could act in a way similar to that of
the materials you tried..

9 Sedimentary Rocks

Get theorock sample kit and pick out the sedimentary rocks.
(If }foal' have trouble doing this, see Resource 5.) Your task
in this resource will be to identify each sedimentary rock
as sandstone, shale, or limestone.

Sandstone, as-its name implies, is composed of sand grainI
cemented together. Shale is hardened clay or mud. lt often
has a "muddy" odor when it iS moistened. Limestone is
compused of calcium carbonate, the same chemical con-

.
itamed n sea shells. Limestone fizzes vigorously when a drop

of I-ICI is applied to it.

7
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ltere ale some tests that NMI WAN lIANNIIViiirs

the t ocks.

1. I.00k closely at each lock Wi iii A hand It' us.
a. What is the aveI.IP,e We of the i;rains?
b. What is the shape of the pains iounded. ang,ular.

or elongated?
c. What,;us the coloi of the pains?

2. Study the material that holds the grains together.
a. Is it tine-grained or crystalline?
b.. If it is crystalline, what is -the size of the individual

crystals?
3. What happens when you put a drop of dilute 110

(hydrochloric acid) on each rock?
4. Breathe on each rock. ry to identify ahy odors that

result.

The results of the above tests should give you enough
information to identify the rocks.

After careful thought and experimentation, geologists have
cqncluded that rocks like sandstone, shale, and limestone
were fofmcd in lakes and seas. The theory is that the sand
and clay that were deposited in seas and lakes became ce-
mented into sandstone and.shale. Limestone is thought to
he fused calcium carbonate that was once dissolved in sea-
water (calcium carbonate is part of the "salt" of the seas).

Sedimentary rocks are generally found in layers. If you
would like to know why, see Resource 7, in this cluster.

10 Metamorphic Rocks
A Field Trip in
the Classroom

Metamorphic rocks aiv rocks that have been changed in form
because of increases in temperature and pressure. Any rock
may be subjected to.metamorphism..In this resource you are
going to imagine that you are going on a field trip in an
area where metamorphic Jocks arc found. After collecting



the locks you ieturn to the laboraioly Wt)uld a
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this resource, you will need the following:

1 gcologlc map of a
tnetamorpluc area

1 piece of cellulose
acetate film

1 bottle of acetone or
nail polish remover

geld()
dt,

1 hand lens
1 metal tile
I lock kit containing

samples 05, 16, 18, 20
Piece of tine sandpapci
Pan of clean sand

ACTIVITY 1. For each of the geology stops listed below,
imagine you are in the field collecting samples of rocks. Using
the directions at each stop, locate that spot on the map and
record on the map the identification number of the rock sam-
ple. Use the map In your Record Book.

Stop # 1

Stop # 2

At the north end of unimproved dirt- road about
If mile from west end of Iggy Road. Specimen
'fragment 16 collected here.
Intersection of Iggy Road and ISCS Highway 21.
Sample 18 collected here.

Stop #3 Intersection of ISCS Highway 21 and East Street.
Sample very similar to 18 collected here.

Stop #4 Intersection of East Street and an .dniffiproved
dirt road. Sample similar to 16 collected here.

Stop #5 Intersection East Street and Iggy Road. .Sample
20 located here.
Edge of map,and East Street. Sample 05 collected
here.

Stop # 7 Intersection of Lake Street and Lake Creek. Sam-
ple similar to 20 found here.

Stop # 8 Intersection of Lake -Street and the light-duty
road. Sampk similar to specimen 05 collected
here.

When you have finished the fielchrip, Make sure you have
recorded the sample numbers on the map at each of the eight
stops. Although you made eight stops, you should only have
four rock samples, since you collected a similar rock for eaCh
of these fpur at another station.

Stop #6
S.
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Figure 1

ACillitlY 2. Draw a hne from the tippet left cornet of the map
to the lower right corner of the map and then place each rock
sample at any one of the stations from which it was collected.

I if Vol .\ 1. III fi 01 I I I TO f 1 h. tilt! COHICI and move

long the line to the lower i ilit. what maim. Wirer enees
among the locks do Noll noicl

.Ifyou examine the rocks in the upper left part of the map
you will note that ther le sedimentary, and as Volt move
toward the lower right they glade into metamorphic rocks.
You should have noted that as ou mme toward the lower
right the rocks become mole layered or handed, and the
minerals in the rocks become larger.

ISCSI/iHage. U.S.A.
1972
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sometimes study rocks by making an acetate peel of the rock.
Pick up rock 05.and examine it carefully, lookny toi a tlat,
polished surface. If your rock does not have a polished sur-
face, then you will have to polish it by t011owing the instruc
lions in Activity 3. If it Is polished, start with Activity 4.

ACTIVITY 3. Hold the rock in your hand so that the surface
to be polished faces outward. Lay a ste i file flat On the desk
and grind the surface of the rock on the Ile for a few minutes.
The area you grind should be at least 1.5 cm square. Use
flne sandpaper when you think the surface is smooth. Wash
the rock in water and let it dry.

ACTIVITY 4. Support the rock sample by 'gently pushing
downward and slightly rotating the rock into a pan containing
clean sand. The polished surface should be face-up and
horizontal.

78
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ACT !VI 1 Y,. 5. Carefully wet the poltshed surface with a few
drops of acetone or nail polish remover. Hold the acetate
film between thumb and forefinger of each hanfi and Lend
downward into a U shape. Apply to the rock so that the base

of the U Is first to touch the wet surface. Progressively roll
the film out sO that it Is flat on the rock. Do not press with

your fingers. Let this dry for about 15 minutes.

4

64 RESOURCE 10

While the first rock is drying, repeat Activities 3 through
5 for the other rocks.

ACTIVITY 6. After 15 minutes, carefully lift the peel off by
grasping one corner with your finger and gently liftingt-.The
acetate should peel off.

When you have made four peels, examine them carefully
with a hand lens, Using the peels, answer the following
questions.

E12. What differences do you note in the size of the minerals

in elich rock?

03. What differences do you note in the arrangement of
the minerals in each rock?

You have already learned that metamorphic rocks origi-
nate when rocks are changed by conditions of high tempera-
ture and pressure. Let's assume that the original rock for the

79
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three metamoiphic locks in this activity v, the ....edimentm
I Oa \ou 1/4:ohlct:Icti iii 111.3 UppCi helL 1Cgio112. til Ilk' Mai). lin,
rock is called shale, which is made of very tine particles of
silt and clay. You should have noted from the peels that the
grain si/c of the minerals of the rock increAsed as you moved
toward the southeast regions of your map. Also the appear-
ance of a layer .or bands became more prommnced as vou
moved toward the southeast.

oe.

4
I 14. What part of the map do You think was subjected to
highest temperatures and pressures?

The type of metamorphism you are studying here is called
regional metamorphism. The reason for this is that meta-
morphic rocks generally occupy large areas on the earth.
These rocks form deep in the crust, and the fact that you
collected them on the surface indicates they were uplifted
and the rocks above them were eroded away. It is generally
agreed that the rocks with pronounced layering or banding
have undergone more change than other rocks. Perhaps the
higher temperatures and pressures occurred in the southeast
region of the map.

As you will learn later in this unit, greater masses of hot
rocks buried deep in the crust, known as igneous intrusions,
might provide the high temperatures necessary to metamor-
phose rocks.

1 1 Identifying
Rock-forming
Minerals

There are more than 2,000 different minerals on the earth,
yet the ones that are useful in the study of rocks can be
reduced to about a dozen. In this resource you will use a
simplified classification system to help you identqineral
specimens.

Obtain from the supply area a kittf.minerals, a glass plate,
a knife, and a hand lens.

80
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AC111/11 Y I. Pick up mineral sample 29 (biotite miea) and
carefully try to beef a layer off the toR. Place a knife between
the layers and lift. This peeling or separation along a smooth
surface is called cleavage.

ACTIVITY 2. Hold the sample in your hand with the fresh
surface up at about eye level. Now rotate the sample until
you see a flash of light. Cleavage surfaces will flash in light
as a mirror will If you hold it at the right angle to the sun.

a. Litt slightly.
then turn down

Figure 1

MineFals can have several cleavage sui laces. I he mineral
you are now holding has one cleavage surface.

Examine the drawings in Figure. I. Cleavage surfaces are
shown for samples having one, two, and three directions.

b. Cleavage in two
directions at right angles

q. Cleavage in three
directions at right angles

66

a. Cleavage in one direction

c. Cleavarin two directions
not at right angles

e. Cleavage in three
directions not at rightangles



Remember that eleavap; laces will flash %%lien \-011 Ititate

them in good light; other sui laces will not.

ACTIVITY 3. Pick up mineral sample 23 (microcline feldspar).
Hold the sample in good light and rotate, looking for flashes.
You should be able to identify two cleavage directions, at
about 900 to each other.

2nd direction

r A

1st direltion

ACTIVITY 4. Lay the glass plate on the table. Holding mineral
sample 23 (feldspar) In your hand, try to scratch the glass with
.the sample. To determine If you have scratched the glass, rub

your moistened finger across the mark. If the mark comes
off, then you have not scratched the glass. If the mark re-
mains, look Closely at it with a hand lens.

If.you can scratch the glass with the mineral, then we
conclude that the mineral is harder than glass. If you cannch
scratc,11 the glass, then the mineral is softer than glass.

pl. Is the mineral sample 23 harder, or softer, than glass?

You should have determined that mineral sample 23 is

harder than-glass.
Using the same mineral you tested in Activity 4, determine

its luster. To do this, examine Figure 2, which shows two
photos of minerals having either a metallic luster (look like
a metal) or a nonmetallic luster (look, glassy, greasy,-.waxy,-
pearly).

Ii

02. What kind of luster does mineral sample 23 have? RESOURCE 11 67
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To identify a mineral, you will need to determine its luster'
'ilgurs 2 (metallic or nonmetallic),As hardness (haider or softer than

glass), and if it has cleavage surfaces. When you determine
these -three properties, you should then refer to the mineral
classiMatiim chart on this page and the next page.

Identify each of the samples, in the mineral identification
key by fbllowing the procedure above.

1
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Mineral Classification Chart
444a.

. Special Properties Name
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2 directions of cleavage; pink,
white ..

.

Microcline
feldspar

2-directions of cleavage. white,
blue-gray, striations (lines) on
some cleavage planes -

.

Plagioclase

.
feldspar
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Red, brown, or yellow Garnet
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Olivine greenttommonly in
small glassy grains

Olivine .
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Brown to black; perfect
cletvage producing thin elastic

/sheat4
.

Biotite
mica

..P

3 cleavage directionssurfaces
lo4 'like this i=7; colorless,
white; efferliosces iit4liC1

.

Calcite

Per.fect cleavage, producingi
thin elastic sheets -

.

Muscovite
tuica

'Dark-green tc.; black; 2 cleavage
directions . ,

Vornblinde
and Augite
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1 2 How Rocks Change
from One Kind to _

Another.

The earth's crust is in constant change. Whether you ekamine
rock in the mOuntains, the midlands, or the shorelands, you
see tfie' same cycle of .chatige. Figure 1, on the following
page, is a simplified diagram of the rock eycle. With it, you
should be able to predict 1:iow one kind of rock can change
into another kind.

As a starting point for making predictions from the dia-
gram, consider ihe molten rock coming from a volcano. This
lava, was pushed upward and exposed to weathering. Any
rocks exposed to wind, water, and clfanging temperature will
be brokfm:down and carried away as sediments, which may
then 134 deposited in a lower region. Constant wearing away
ayid deposition of more sediments will buiy the -first sedi-
ments to arrive.

In..time,, the buried sediments become hardened tO* form.

\
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Metamorphic
Rock

Hpa.t(uld

a

CLUSTER B
(Resources 13-16).

Sedimentary
Rock

Igneous HOC k
(molten)

Uplift %),

(by folding. fauittris).
bt usion an volcan-
ic activit )

,

ExposUre
(volcattoes, domes,
folder! mouidains.
tault

Erosion
EliOng away)

Figure 1

sedimentary rock. With added pressure am:Meat, the sedi-
mentary rock may change to metamorphic rock. The meta-
morphic rock can melt and he pushed into or onto overlying
sediments .as igneous rock. This'completes the cycle for this
case, since this rock has gone througli a whole cycle I:rom
igneous rock to igneous rock.

13 Making a Volcano
Cition 150 aro resource only oiler

vow- 1..aclier.v permission.'

During a vtanic eruption, molten rock and gases come to
the surfava of the, earth. In some cases the eruption is very
violent, sending molten rock, several hundred feet into the
air, while in other volcanoes hot rock pours slowly out of
the vent. In this resource we will usea simple model of.a
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\olcano to study its bdiavioi when it ei tipts. ( )bhun the
following materials from the supply area

copper cone
1 masomte boaid, 10" 10"

2 snip magnesium ribbon, 2A" long
I pair tweezers

30 cc anunomum dichimnate, (1\1 l4)20.,0;
4 bricks

Wooden matches

ACTIVITY 1. With your partner, set up the apparatus as shown
in the diagram and fill the cone to the top with the ammonium
dichromate. Do not pack down. Using tweezers, insert un-
lighted 2 12 " piece of magnesium ribbon into cone, leaving
1" exposed above the dichromate.

Caution Keep .roar face and hair away from the cone. Avoid
touching the powder.

A

ACTIVITY 2. In a_ dimly lightad room, ignite a match and
carefully bring the match up to the ribbon and ignite it. Do
not touch match to the dichromate. When ribbon ignites,
stand back and observe what happens.

4

Magnesium
ribbon

Match



Wolumt distur the powdel ht* inasonite boaid,
I dill 111( cone with J1)1111(41111111 dicht OM att., and inseit a flesh

piece of magnesium tibboti. Repeat Activity 2.

ACTIVITY 3. At eye leiel with the masonite board, sketch a

diagram in your Record Book, showing what the volcano
looks like from right to left. As an aid, imagine walking from

points A to B across the volcano.

1:11. Does your sketch resemble any of the Mono craters you
.saw on page 38?

112. flow do you believe Mono craters were formed?

When molten rock flows out onto the earthls surface through
cracks in the earth's crust, it forms a layer of hiva that cools
to a lisle-grained cryi,talline rock. What happens to the
molten rock trapped in the cracks?

Look at Figure 1, which shows a rock outcropping in
cliff, in Olacier. National Pabk, Montana. Notice the layers
in this outcrop, also seen in;many other rock outcrops illus-
trated in this book.
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, The dark layer near the top of the photographis a different

kind of rock from the rocks above and below it'. It. is a very

hard, medium-grained ckstalline rock containing seve"ral

different minerals. The i:rystals .in the middle of 'the layer
are slightlyilarger in 'size than those near the top or the

bottom of Elie layer. . .

If yo.0 have 'done the resource on 'identifying the main
classes of rocks, you will recognize these properties Lis he-

. Jonging -to igneous rock--.--a.rock layer formed by the -copling .

.-,,,......r of molten rock. The rocks above and below the dark layer .4

: are sedimentary. Careful examination of the boundary with

the dark rock shows a narrow band ed,- light-colored ,
%

rock much harder than the rest rihe sediment.
. The dark layer of igneous rock is called a sill. It is thought

..
to have been formed from thesooling of molten iock that

8

forces its way through kcrack tonne, af the zone of weak-
he much later than the sediments above-and below it. (See ..-

Pigu 2.)
.

When 'a series of layers of sedimentary rocks is divided
by layers a igneous rocks, you sometimes can't tell What ..

'.,. happened. YOu.don't know whether tbe 'igneous layer is a

lava flow with the,\sedirnents depcisited above it later or REStalit, .14 73
At.

.. ( ,. I. .
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Figure 2

Molten
ock

whether it is a sill that intruded between lavers of sediment.
If yeal look closely at the top and bottom of the igneous layer,
however, i<Cially you can decide fai n1 v easily. Can you guess
how? Remember that a sill is pushed into rocks and that
a lava flow is poured out onto the surface.

The answer is fairly simple. A sill, being very hot when
it was squeezed between lavers,.would change the rocks both
above and below it. The heat would change (metamorphose)
the sedimentary rocks on either side. llowever, when a lava
flow forms, there is only rock beneath it as it pours out onto
the urface. Therefore,' only the lower boundary of the layer
will be metamorphoseA By the time a rock layer is deposited
on top of the igneous layer, it would be cold.

.

15 Molten Rock
Beneath the Crust

A

What happens when molten rock cools within the earth's
crust? That's what you Avill discover as you do this resource.
Yoii will make a clay model to represent several igneous rock
features that form wtren molten rock cods while still within
the crust of the earth.

Figure I showis a slab of igneous rock (a dike) that cuts
across layers of' sedimentary rock. Which was formed first,
the ig.neous rock or' the.sedimenutry rock?

Figiire 2 shows Moro Rock, a dome7shaped mound of
solid granite. You might think this mountain of igneous rock
was volcanic, but it has none of the *tures associated with
Volcanoes. The large crystals of which it is made-are evidence

11/
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that it cooled very slowlyperhaps while buried in the crust.

If so, how do dome mountains like this become grrrface

features?
The. followling activities with modeling clay will help you

understand Ia.-theories that have been developed to explain

these features. You will need a knife and three lumps of clay,

each of a different. color.

6 col
6 cm

tit*

ft.

1 Cm

ACTIVITY 1. Cut two strips of modeling clay of one color, 6

' CM x 6.cm x 1 cni, ahd two strips the same size of another

11111 color. Make them Into a block (alternating the colors as

shown) to represent sedimentary beds In the earth's crust.

4;1
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ACTIVITY 2. Scoop out a dome-shaped hole In the bottom
of the block so that you remove clay from the bottom two
layers, but not the top two layers. Imagine that the rock has
melted. Pack a different-colored clay (to represent molten
rock) into the hole. Fill the hole completely.

ACTIVITY 3. Use a knife to make two cuts into your block.
Make one vertical cut across the middle, cutting down only
as tar as the second layer from the bottom. The other cut
should be a diagonal cut, intersecting the first one as shown.

Clay
representing
molten rock

76 RESOURCE 15

Diagonal
cut

Vertical
cut

Uplifted
block

Cut stops at
.,,Tp of dome.

ACTIVITY 4. Take some more of the colored clay you usec\
to represent the molten rock and flatten it into thin shee
about 2 mm thick. Open up the two top cuts you have m
and push a thin piece into each one, Joining them with 111
dome piece. Separate the second anld third layers of fife
block, and slip in a sheet on toP of the second layer. It will
connoct with both top buts and the dome..

I.

_

4



ACTIVITY 5. Now cut your block In half along the line AB all

the way to the bottom of the block.

Look closely at the block's inner face. You have a model
of molten rock intruding as a dome, as a sill (between the
beds), and as dikes (across the beds). See Figure 3. Notice
that intrusion of the sill has caused uplift

Diagonal
dike

Vertical
dike

Dome of
molten rock

. --"*".1.41+0"-

Sill

Figure 3

Now imagine that the molten rock has cooled and that
steady erosion keeps removing the sediments, the dikes, and
the sill.

Bottom
layer

4

Dome

ACTIVITY 6. Take oneitalf of the cut block and carefully
- iemove ail three top layers, the sills, and the dikes until you

tf are left with the bottom layer and the dome.

(1.

t.

a
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/lbw mass of molten lock like that.in a dome would have
cooled crN slowl \ It would ha\ c much laiver civstak than
the dikes Or sill. !temp. such a hip, mass ol haid igneous rock,
it would be resistant 10 ciosion

1 6 Cone-shaped
Mountains and
Lava Flow

In the western part of the Llnited States, you canr tind cone-
shaped mountains. some of them with craters in the top:The
einder cone (Figure I ) at Lassen Volcanic National Park,
California. is typical. -I he rock in these mountains is igneous,
meaning 'that it has cooled from mOlten rock, which may
be alternately layered with ash.
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I he shape and the lock lye are evidence ihai these colie .
shaped mountains wele oncv olt-anocs. hut not all la a flows
limn cones 'Hie Columbia plateau in the northwest I 'ruled
States is covered by layers of igneoua rock-over an :ilea 01
500,0(X) square kilometers, as slio%ii in Figure 2.

Montana

Oregon

California

R9ure 2
Although there are several cone-shaped mountains in this

region, the lava coming from them could nix have covered
.sucli.a vast area. Instead, most of the lava is Twlieyed to have
poured out of long cracks, called fissures, in the earth's crust.
The cooled lava that poured ()lit of these tis.sure valeanoes
is a hard; tine-grained igneous rock. It has properties stuilar
to those 61- the volcanic rock that issstill being formedby
the Kilauea and Wauna Loae,volcanoes in Hawaii.

*

17 Wedge-shaped
Mouritains and
Uplift by Faulting

4.

High in the Rocky Mountains, several thousand 'meters
above sea level, arc layered sedimentary rocks: What does
evidence like this show?. One explanation is that the crust

4 0 4

. .

dl

CLUSTER C.
(Resources 17-19)
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of the earth must have been pushed upwaid ovei a vast
period of geologic time.

In this resouice, MI will look at some models of how this
uplift !nay have oome about. ( ;et two colois of modellig
clay and a knife. 4

ACTIVITY 1. From each cokro4 piece of clay, cult two thin
strips, eath about 10 cm long, 3m wide, and 1 cin thick.

ACTIVITY 2. Let eich strip represent a layer of sediment
deposited In water. Deposit one on top of the other, alter-
nating the colors, to make a block.

ACTIVITY TPImagine that these layers represent a region
where forces on the crust cause a crack or zon of weakness.
Cut a slopMg crack as shown. #

--".44114416

q "7

1



ACTIVITY 4. Atter cutting, press the two 'pieces together again

so that they just barely hold together. Support the block on
two rulers. Press down on one end of the block and vibrate
the block slightly as you push. Gently vibrat and push until
the cut surfaces begin to slide apart.

The line or slippage as shown in &pre 1 is called the

fault line.

Fit!ten

Figure 1

. If you were careful in following directioss, your block
should now look like the sketch in Figure Compare your,'
clay model with Figure 2. Can you identity the fault line
in this*picture?

Two conditions are necessary for this theory to explain
mountains like those in Figure 2. There must be a zone of
weaknesi in the rocks, and there must be a strong downward
force*some *distance away to cause a tilting of the block. .4"

f
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18 Uplift of Mountains
Due to Folding

.One theorN to explain how the crust is pushed up to- tOrm
mountains is based on the continental drill model I'm ,the
earth's crust. Accordino to this model, the collision oi crustal

) plates causes pressuie that results in a folding of the crust.
To make a model that explains layered and folded teatut es
of the crust, you will need two colors of modeling clay.

ACTIVITY 1. Flatten or cut the clay intestrips 1 cm by 3 cm
by 10 cm. Make two strips of each color.

ACTIVITY 2. Stack the strips, alternating the colors.

ACTIVITY 3. Place the narrow end of the clay block against
the wall, protOcting 4he wall with a piece of paper. Using a
block of wood at thp opposite end and, steadying it with one
hand, push the clay block hard and steadily.

Look earefidly at the side of the 'clay block. The layers
represent beds of sediments. The dips represent valleys,and

. the humps mountains. 83

4



Figure 1

When you look at the earth, you cannot always see the
folding this clearly because a side view is no always exposed.
But sometimes there is other evidence of folding.

4. ,

ACTIVITY 4. &lice off the top one fourth of your clay block.
Then look down at the top of it.

. r-----..44.---.'
ThiS newly revealed.surface represents a section of country

6 where erosion has removed the top part of the folding. As7. .

you can et: in Figure 2, removing the' top svction of the crust
\ -hows the strips or bands formed by the folded layers.

FIglire 2

84 RESOU4pE 18
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Top view

You can' recognize where bed 4 on your modelihg clay
block repeats itself on the top e;:isily enough. However, when
folded rock is expbsed in several places miles apart on the
t.irface of the .eatth, the job is not easy. A geologist- has to

identify the properties of the rocks. f ie must look at the way
they dip into the earth and see what rocks occur fiext to one
abother.

The Appalachian region of the United States has many
folds. Figure 3 shows.a situation very much like the one that

,yt
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The phenograph in Figure 5 shows actual folds in a railway
cutting at liakerssille, North Carolina. These folds are much
smaller thanAhe Cove Mountain fOlding.

4

;.,

19 Old and Young
Mountains

Suppose someone asked you which of the two mountains

shown in Figures I and 2 is older. Although this is a very

complex qiestion, it is vossible to give a general answer. This

resource deals with the way to do 'this.

The problem in determining the age of a mountain is that

two quite different Sets of forces must be considered. At the

same time thaf mountains are being pushed up from t elow,

they ire being worn down from above by water, wind, and

ice. What you sok as you look at a mountain is the result

of both of these sets bf forces.

I
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If the uplift has been quite a bit greater than the wearing
away, you should expect high peaks, steep mountain sides,
deep narrow valleys, and swiftly flowing streams (Figure 1).
You might think of such mountains as "young." The moun-
tains shown in Figure I began "growing" abyut 70i million
years ago and continue to be uplifted today.

On the other hand, if wearing away has exceeded uplift,
or if uplift has stopped, you find rounded hills and broad
valleys (Figure 2). These are "old" mountains. The ones
shown in Figure 2 are believed to have stopped "growing"
about 230 million years ago.

20 Snow to Ice
This resource deals with the process by which snow turns
into glacial ice (Figure 1).

When snowflake's ag examined closely, they are seen
always to be six-sided (hexagonal). Because no twex- snow-
flakes appear the same, there are millions and millions of
variations of this hexagonal form. In. spite of their variety,
however, all snowflakes are quite delicate with lots of open
space. For this reason, freshly fallen snow tends to be rather
loose, light in weight, and not hard like ice.

le.

CLUSTER D
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Snow
flakes

Solid
ice

Ice
grains

At high elevations in the mountains, snowfall often ex-
ceeds the rate of melting. This results in peaks that remain
snow covered the year around. As snow accuniulation iI
creases, there is greater and greater, pressure exeried on the
snowflakes at the bottom. In time, the flakes lose their deli-
cate structure and become loosely packed ice grains. This
process may take approximately a year, depending upon the
weather.

With further packing and- the addition of water from
melting snow, the granular ice may recrystallize and gradu-
ally turn to solid ice. At a deptll of about 15 meters, icc
particles over a centimeter across are common. At a depth
of about 30 meters, the pressure is great enough to cause
the particlq to 'lose their forni and fuse into solid iee.
cold climates, this change from snow to grvular ice and,etp.

finally, .to solid ice can takc up to 300 years.

21 The Size and
Moverfient of
Glaciers

Measurements show clearly that thc lower edges of glaciers
may alternately move up or down thc sides of mountains.
Nisqually Glacier, on the side 'Of Washington's Mount Rain-
ier, moved back more. than 1,200 meters between 1857 and
1944. On the other hand,' the Black Rapids Glacier in Alaska
moved forward almost five*kilometers during five month-s in
1936. What causes glaciers to retreat and advance? That's
what this resource is about..
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( f , Often the creation of new ice at the head of a glacier ^`
..;:t.: ..; equals the rate of melting at the foot. In this case, although

ice gradually flows down the hill, the .fooi of the glacier.-
.,...p. ..
Le ' 5 *4 " '

`i' , :* remains at about the samekpoint.
4

,,,tq:,,.,, But at other times, either the rate of melting or fhe rate
of ice buildup increases with no change in the other. Under
these conditions, the foot of the glacier wcolld move either

_. :, up or down the mountainside .(see Figure 2.1.

Let's bogin by examining what happens at the head and
foot of a typical glacier. Notice that the head of the glacier
in Figure 1 is well up the mountain slope, where cold tem-
peratures keep snow present throughoth the year. The fallen
snows gradually turn to ice and add to the size of the glacier.
At the same time, the foot of the glacier is being melted
because of the higher temperatures lower down the moun-
tainside. Gravity, helped by inciting and refreezing of ice
where it contacts rock, causes the ice to slide downward.

Snow Snow
,-, accumulation

(glacial ice building)

Head

Snow
Snow
accumulation

Rock
Melting ice
(glacial ice destruction)

Foot

Ice is flowing slowly downhill, but
foot of glacier stays at the same point.

Figure 1
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- Large accumulationcit :;' of snow
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Small loss of ice by
melting and evaporation

ROCk

Glacier
advances..

'1

Figure 2

Less accumulation
of snow

Large toss of ice by
melting and evaporation

Causes: More snowfall or a
drop in temperature
results in less melting
and evaporation.

Effect:. Foot of glacier
advances down the
mountain.

Rock

Glaoier
retreats.

Causes: Less snowfall or
higher temperature
results in more melting
and evaporation.

Effect: Foot of glacier
retreats up the.
mountain.

22 Effect&of
Glacial Carving

-As gliciers move, they grind, carve, and pluck at thr rociky
faces of mountains. This actiOn produces many of the
troughs, bowls, ridges, and sheer cliffs that compose some
of the world's, most beautiful scenery. This resouree deals
with the erosive action of glaciers upon mountains. It also
identifies some of the common features that this kind of
erosion prodaes.

Assglaciers move down a mountainside, they ,)ften pull
rocks away from the Area in which th6y began. Over a period
of time, this plucking forms a Parge bowl, or cirque, at the-
head of the glacier. As plucking continues, the cirque grows
larg9r and deeper, often producing a wall many hundreds
of heters high and a bowl equally deep. 'Moiling of the

fj5
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glacier frequently turns the bowl of the cirque into a small'
lake called a tarn. Figure I diagrams the process by which
cirques are tbrmed. Figure 2 shows an actual cirque and tarn.

Figure 1

a.

A. Snow piles up into glacier.
Rocks under snow crack.

mr;m4r ;,,,`

"
' 4

11
01.04 I

1:.
Vi

A

B. Glacier moves down the C. Glaclor molts.
mountain carrying broken rocks. leaving a cirque.

-4.11111.- _11...

re
Glacial plucking often,/ produces several cirques on the

Figu 2
...

same mourktain. Sharp ridges and many-sided peaks called ,
horns are two results of this ptocess. Figure 3 diagrams the ..
way these featurbs are formed, and Figure 4 shows a typical
example, the famous Matterhorn in Switzerland. .

A glacier sometimes .grinds at sock surfaces like a piece
of steel wool or sandpaper. Look at Fipres 5 and 6. You -

can almost see the glacier that once -Occupied these areas -0

smoothing and polishing the rock surfaces shown. .. REbOURCE 22 91
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Perhaps the most important etket product:if bv moving
glaciers-is shown in Figure 7. This U-shaped vtilley is quite

Itypieal of the trough earved.,bv g1ac4s. It stand) in sharp
contiast to the V-shaped canyons and gullies that are eui
moving water. (The next resource deals with the reasons lOr
th1s difference.)

4,4

1

. ! .

do .

"Ok

Figure 8 shows a nuinti& the glacial fe.auires you've
'Studied, all located in a: relatively small area. How many
.additional glacial features can You find? What other ,agents
beides glaciers havt,. affected ,and are affecting:this land--scape?

. .

Figure 7

RESOURCE 22 93
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23 How Glaciers Form
U-shaped, Valleys
and Hanging Valleys

One of the most prominent features of many glaciAl land-
.

scapes is the huge valleys. These valleys stand in sharp con- .

trast to the valleys carved by rivers.. Compare the shape of
the typical Jiver valley in Figure 1 with the shape of the
typical old glacial valley in Figure-2.- Figure 3 on page 96°
is a diagrammatic sketch of these two kinds,of valleys.

,
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A rtver valley is V-shaped

Rock load at
bottom of cut

Figure 3

Figure 4

96 RESOURCE 23

Short, sharp CUrVe

A ulat lal valley is U-shaped....11,

Rock load
causes erosion.

Long, smooth curve

A fast-flowing mountain river rolls stoi*s and pebbles
along the stream bed, causing a grinding action. This digs
the bed deeper along a narrow channel and cuts sharp bends.

When a glacier moves dowii-the mountainside, it forms
a huge, wide, slow-moving mass. Pebbles and boulders are
embedded in the ice being dragged along. Instead of cutting
downward like a saw cut, it grinds a wide, U-shaped path,
which can only bend in long, smooth curves.
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If You have access to a refrigerator, freeze a tray of icewith pebbles and stones in it. Then try pushing the ice
through the sand-silt mixture in a stjeam table to compareit with stream action.

In 'Figure 4, You can see the wide masses of ice forming
the big South Sawyer Glacier in Alaska and two tributary
glaciers feeding into it. Imagine the huge load.of rock debristhis ice is dragging along the valley floor,

.

.112
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kk hI II I 110'111.11N Into anollik IP I tt. I. Iht haNt,
leVCI of CI011on is the bottom of the biggei 1 n el both 11%
meet at the same valley level. When a tributar glaciei meets
another glacier, the base level of each valleY depends on how
much ice it carries. A small glacier cuts a shallow valley.
and a big glacier cuts a deep valley. The rock floor of a small
glacial valley can be high up the walk of the big valley into
which it flows. In old gliwiated landscapes. these small tribu-
tary valleys can be seen as "hanging valleys.-

Figure $ shows how the landscape illustrated in Figure 4
could look in the future if the ice melts. The U-haped valley
(1.) formed by the main glacier and the hanging valleys (2, 3)*
formed by the tributary glaciers have been labeled to help you
compare the c.liagrain with the photograph.

4

4

41,

,

*41

There are many spectacular hanging valleys in the United
States. Yosemite National Park in the Sierra Nevada, Cali-
fornia, is famous for its glacial valley landscape. Figure 6



shows a typical hanging valley in yosenute. It is what re-
mains from a small tributary glacier of the last ice age and
can be seen at the right, high above the,big U-shaped valley
that was carved by the main glacier.
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The largest part of the United States does not have spectacu-
lar mountain peaks, crashing surf, or seacoast bathing
beaches. Instead, it is covered by flat plains or gently rolling
hills, which 'are cut through here and there by rivers that
sometimes lie in fairly deep valleys. It is this midland area
(Section B), between mountains and sea, that you will study
in this chapter.

Figure 3-1 contains many of the important features of the
midlands.region. Features from many parts of the country
have been combined into this one diagram. Figure 3-2 gives
you sothe idea of how much land in the .United States can

, be described as midlands.
Before going on, take a close look.at the features shown

k?. in Figure 3-1. By the end of your study, you should be able
to describe how thk midland featiures wece formed and to
predict what the midlands might Ao9k like in the future.



Many parts of the midlands are flat and contain rocks
buried in the earth. Often, however, these rocks are hposed
in i)iverbeds nd roadcuts. Take a look at the layered rocks,
exposed in the roadcut in Figure 3-3. Layered rocks like
these ar ound almost everywhere in the midlands.

AN.
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L13-1. Based on what you learned in Chapter 2, how do you
think this layered rock was formed, and what does its' pres-
ence tell you about the geologic history of the area?

If you look back to l'igure 2-4 (Chapter 2), you will find
that the major portion of the midlands is composed of flat-
lying rocks. In fact, the central portion of the United States
is made up of sedimentary rocks that were formed in a
marine environment. Fossil animals and plants that lived in
the sea are found in rocks throughout the Midwest. But you
will note on the map in Figure 2-4 that there are also igneous
rocks and, in scattered locations, .metamorphics.

The major agent shaping the midlands is the river. If you
studied Volume 1 of 1SCS, you learned about energy and
discovered that you could describe energy as either potential
or kinetic. Let's see how a river's kinetic (Mechanical) energy
is trsed to shape the midlands.

You know that when an object falls, it loses potential
energy. At the same tinre, pic up speed and gains kinetic
energy. The water in a river that s rts high in the mountains
goes thfough a similar process on its war to the sea.

D3-2. When does a river have high kinetic energy and when
does it have high potential energy?

Take a look at Figure 3-4. The river at the top of De Soto
Falls in Alabama has kinetic energy of the sort just discussed.
But it also has a great deal of potential energy because of
its heightwell above the base of the falls. As the water'
plunges over the falls, its kinetic energy increases.

At the same time, its potential energy decreases. Notice
in Figure 3-5 that when the water reaches the bottom of the
falls, it crashes into the rocks and slows down again..

034. Locate on a map in Cluster A the source areas (areas
where rivers begin) of the rivers that provide the kinetie
energy to erode and shape the midlands. Why do they gen-
erally begin in these locations?

s
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The beginnings of a river

Many rivers begin in the mountains, sometimes from gla-
ciers such as the one in Figure 3-6. Notice the stream braid-
ing its Way from the glacier. Notice also the kind of material
through which the stream flows.

J,
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4.1

Rivers that begin in the mountains usually flow downhill
in 'a torren . The water in them is quite clear because the
particles og rock being moved by the river are rather large.
The la of ,fine sand and silt.prevents the stream from being
muddy. Figure 3-7

Figure 3-6
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MARE SURE YOU KNOW The stream table

1-10WTOUSET1-IE
STREAM TABLE
BEFORE "GOING ON

\FURTHER!

In order to study the work of livers in the classioom, n
will be necessary tor you to use a stf cam table. In ordet to

rsolve many of the resource problems, you will have to set
up an artificial stream, using the table.

One of the problems ill, interpreting the natural landscape
is that many important variables act at the same time. The
stream tAble will allow you to control some of the important
yariable4s that are uncontrollable in nature. For example,
you'll be able to do such things as create a river, speed it
up or slow.it down, or make it flow through types of material
that you select. These possibilities can help greatly in de-
ciding how real rivers behave.

The standard setup is similar for all stream-table experi-
thents. Take a careful look at Figure 3-8 and notice the parts
that are used.

Stream
table ..

Sand-silt
mixture

Screw
clamp

Supply
hose

Supply
, bucket

t

Screw
clamp

of wood

I.

Catch
Bucket

. 108 CHAPTER 3

Figure 3-8

The stream, table is a flat trough containing a sand-silt
mixture that can be formed into various shapes. Water enters

-one end of-the trough through a supply hose from an ele,
.,.-4,vated bucket, flows across the sand, and leaves the other end

through an exit hose into a second bucket. The flow of water
into and out of the trough can be controlled by opening and.

v....closing screw clamps. The slope of the trough can be changed

1 .74A, .
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by moving tt suppoit ksuch as a brick oi a wooden block)
back and forth.

Here is a list of the variables vo.ur stream table will let
you control for experiments. Set up a stream table and study
them.

1. Rate of tloW in a stream
2. Rate of flow leaving a lake
3. Making a reservoir.
4. Slope of the-stream

1. To Control the Rate of Flow from the Supply Bucket

Most of the Vream-table experiments call for you to adjust
the rate of flow of water into the reservoir to a certain num-
ber of milliliters per second. Doing this is easy. You simply
time-FoCV long it takes, (in seconds) fbr the supply hose to
fill a 100-milliliter beaker. You can then calculate the rate

'of flow like this (the example assumes that it takes five sec-
onds to fill the beaker):

100 ml (volume of water)
20 nil/sec (rate of flow)

5 sec (time)
716

. 17

ACTIVITY 3-1. Set up the stream table/ and pour water into
the suppily bucket.. To reduce the rate of flow, tighten the
screw ciamp. Opening the. clamp increases the flow. Adjust
the clamp so that you get a rate of flow of '10 mi/second.
(Note: The rate of flow 'values given In the resources are
approximate and can be varied up or down by 2 mi/second.
Thus, any rate from 8 mr/second (o 12 ml/second will do for
a rate of 10 mi/second.)

When you are surt that you have a flow of approximately
10 ml per second, change the flow to 5 ml per second.

. You, must keep water in the supply bucket at all times.
To help you do this, an extra bucket has beensupplied.
When you see the supply bucket becoming empfy, replace
the flill.catch bucket with the extra buckNuid-transfer the
water to the supply bucket. You will probably have to do
this every 5 minutes or so.

Supply
bucket

Move support block
to change slope-
of trough.

Screw
clamp

Supply
hose

Rik
Intb

ler

111.11111
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2 lo Control the How (y Watei Leaving the Stream lable

Sonle resources ask you to form a lake at the bottom of
the stream table You can contiol the lomat:on and depth
of such a lake by adjusting the screw clamp on the extt hose.
If you change the amount of water entering the stream table,
the lake level will also change unless you readjust the exit-
hose screw clamp.

ACTIVITY 3-2. With the water flowing at 5 mi/sec, adjust the
exit hose to cause a lake to form.

Sand

Lake

3. To Make alteservoir

Some attivities call for a reservoir at the upper end of the
stream table. This is used to observe the effect of a wide,
thin sheet of water. In general, a shallow reservoir molded
near the top of the stream table will serve- the purpose. How-
ever, you may wish to mold a large dam when your activities
call for a thick layer of sand and silt. Pile up the sand and
'silt with your hands or use a small board. Figure 3-9 shows
where and how to .do this.

Screw
clamp

Exit
hose

t ,

f 4. Ta Adjust the Slope of the Table
.

Most resources call for you to raise the upper end of the
stream table a cerzin number ofcentimeters above the tible.
To de this, simp7 slip a suppdrt under the stream table.

108 CHAPTER 3 Then move it back and forth to ge( the appropriate height. *..
i . ,
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Shallow reservoir

It

1. Watch the catch. bucket. You must keep your eye on
the catcli bucket io keep it from overflowing. You can
avoid the problem in some ktivities by pouring less
than a full bucket of water into the supply system to
start with/Any time you use more than one full bucket
of w*er,.you will need a third bucket to trade positions
with the catch bucket before it's too late.

2., 'Be sure that the water-supply pail is set on a box or .
other support about 30 cm above the table.

3. Keep the supply hose and clamp attached at all times
to control the water flow.

'4. Do not remove the santsilrmixture from the streai'n
table when you finish an experiment. The next person
using the table will need the same material.

5. The stream table isn't a perfect model. You twill not
get exactly the same effects that a real river would
produce. Remember that the particle sizes yOu use are
very much out of proportion to the volume of water
flowing.through a real stream.

".
6.41 t
'

nti4

1 .1 . .

Deep reservoir

THINGS TO
WATCH FOR

-a
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Figure 3-10

IIRCIECIALL1k31:

The river at work

Figure 3-10 shows two different views of a river. In the
picture on the right, the water is flowing swiftly, and there

are many rapids in the stream chailinel. In the picture on
the left, the river is sluggish, with no rapids, and the sur-
rounding land is very Hat.

4

[]3-4. What factors cause rivers to now swiftly, to slow
'down, and to carry away rock and soil?

When a stream reaches the foot 'of a mountain, it may
suddenly spill out onto the valley floor, as shown in Figure
3-11. There it widens and slows down.
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For example, look at Figure 3-12, which shows two small
streams. Note the great width of the stream shown on the
lett Then compare this last-moving stream with the one on
the right. Note the deposits that fan out on the 'valley floor.
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03-5. Why do deposits occur at the floor of the valley as
in Figure 3-12 (right)? List sc<veral variables that affect the
deposition And explain your answer in terms of the change
of the water's potential into jcinetic energy.

I.

.pecial erosion features of riveri

Up to this point in this chapter you have investigated some
of the factors that control rivers that erode the -midlands. In
this section you will be studying some of the.special features
of the landscapes that are due to erosion by rivers.

To study these features, we are going to ask you to make
predictions about specific features and events before check-
ing the resources. Here's how it works. You will find descrip-
tions of several numbered fehtures,,,along with two or more
photographs or diagrams. In addition you will find a specific
statement asking you to make a prediction. Rad- carefully
through the descriptions and examine the figures. Then select
one that you would like to investigate.

Figure 3-12

ati
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Table 3-1

f 13-6. Write a prediction concerning one of the features and
enter it in Table 3-1 of your Record Book. 'Fest your predic-
tion by consulting Cluster 1) of the resources. If you are
interested, go back and make piedietions about the remain-
ing features.
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Feature I: Waterfalls
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Figure 1-11 shows two views of Niagara Falls in New Yolk
State. I h top of thcsc ItLIs 5 it Hat plain with gently rolling
hills. Actually, the plain" tests about 175 meters (570 feet)
above sea level. The falls are more than 50 meters (167 feet)
high. Each year the falls cut hack into the plain about 11
meters (5 feet). During the last thousand years, the brink
of the falls has moved more than 1,200 meters (4,000 feet).
This has resulted in the long canyon that the falls crash into
today.

rftklfga-

$0.4.044,1

hyst.

Figure 3-14a

Another good example of the cutting back of the brink
of a waterfall is the famous Grand Ca4yon of the Yellow-
stone River in Wyoming (Figure 3- 14b). In fact, several brinksv

in the river are being cut back at the same time as the water
falls to one level, and then to another level, and so on. flere
there is a sequence of waterfalls, not a single-level waterfall
as there is at Niagara. (The same section of the Yellowstone
River that appeal's in the photograph is shown in Figure
3-14a.)

t

.1.28

Figure 3-14b
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Predit-tion

Assuming that a difference in rock hardness is iesponsible
for the location of both waterfalls, where in each figure (3-13and 3-14) do you predict the layer or layers of hard rock
are located? Make simple sketches of each figure and labelthe locations.

Figure 3-15a ,
Fig re 3-15b

.t Feature 2: Gullies

Figure 3-15a is an aerial view of a flat hill (platieau) in
South Dakota.gfie dark, branchlike features are gullies. The
gullies stand out because they are lined with plants that grow
there because of the extra water.

Prediction 2

From looking at both the picture and the drawing in
Figure 3-15, what do you predict is ( I) th6 direction that the
water flows in the gullies and (2) the direction that the gullies
tend to grow and get larger7? Make a sketch and label.

Feature 3: Meanders.

One of the mist common features of al river is bendor a meander. Figure 3-16 shows a bend in the LVLIe Mis-souri River near Medora, North Dakota.
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Here the kinetic energy of the stream is being used to cut
away at the bank of the stream rather than to cut down
through the_ rocks.

Aso

Figure 3-16

Figure Figure 3-17b
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Figure 3-18

1 he Apalachicola River in northwestern Honda is another
good example of a river's doing wot k other than downcuumg
into rocks. An aerial photograph of part of this river is shown
in Figure 3-17a. The water in the photograph flows toward
the bottom of the page.
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Figure 3-18 shows a Montana river meandering down a \
gently sloping valley. Notice that the pattern of trees suggests
that the river bends have swung from the far side to the near
side of the valley.

Prediction 3

If the black arrow in Figure 3-17 points to deposits of sand,
predict/where other similar deposits of sand would be found,
and whether the water at that point will be flowing faster,
or slower, than at point A directly across the stream from
the arrow. What do you predict will* happen to the land In

SFigure 3-18 that the arrow is pointing at?

Other forces that shape the midlands

It is obvious that water has a good deal to do with shaping
the landscape. Water is important both as a means of adding
land in some places and as a means of wearing away land
elsewhere. Bt4t other forces are also important in forming
the.. midlands. Let's look at some of these.

The two photqpiphs in Figure 3-19 were taken seven
years apart. Wind caused the motion of the sand dune that
.you see.
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I 13-7. Based on evidence in the photograph. in what direc- Figure 3-19
tion do you think the sand has moved? Which photograph
(left or right) was taken first?

(*ink lusion

In this chapter you have been primarily concerned with
the process of erosion as it affects the midlands. Figure 3-20
is the same diagram you saw on the first page of this chapter.
If you've done your work well, you should be able to describe
and interpret the features as shown. You should also he able
to make predictions about the area and what it might look
like in the future.

Waterfalls --Geyo
1114

m

0
43 12

o lc a n oes

. Figure 3-20

Befoi4olng on, do Self-Evaluation 3 In your Record"Book:
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CLUSTR A
(Resources 24-26)

Average Annual
Precipitation in
the United States

loramoommD

0 - 25 cm

26 - 75 cm

76 - 127 cm

128 - 178 cm

179 7 254 cm
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21 River Systems Map of
the United States

Columbia River L

Missouri River Platte River

Ohio River

Colorado River
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RiverRio Grande River Red River
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Elevation Map of
the United States
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*2 7 Variables Affecting
Rate of Stream Flow

.1.tivers and stieams'can be raging torrents or slow-mo%ing
trickles. In this resource, you will fry to determine what
variablk:s affect the speed at which water flows..You-will also

. investigate whether ot not the speed at which *a i iver flows
the same from hank to bank. To do the expeuments, you

will need .a partner and Otis equipment:

I stream trough
I dropper
I wax pencil !

water-supplv system
for the stream trough

Food coloring
Supply of gravel
Modeling clay ,

30-cm ruler

ACTIVITY 1. With a wax pencil, mark a starting line 8 cm from
the uPperend of the trough. Elevate the upper end of the
trough 4 cm. -

CLUSTER B
(Resources 27-30) .

ACTIVITY.2. Set uP the water supply system as shown. Adjust
the water flow Into the trough to 10 ml/sec. Be sure to keep
the suprily bucket at\ least half full of water at ail times. Do
not let the catch bucket olio:404ml

16I

AMP.-7
94,t, 4
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ACTIVITY 3:Add a drop of food coloring to the water as It
flows past the starting line. Tlnie how leong It takes the dye
to rach th And of the trough. Calculate the speed in centi-
mtrs per second, and record your data under Trial 1 In
Table i of your Record Book.

tc4.

IRS

igth. r 4
4141:L*'41.411111xuswousi

a

Add a drop of
food coloring.

-Table 1

- . Slope
(in cm)

Rate of Flow
into Trough
(in ml/sec)

Trough
Bed

. Speei
(in cm/kc)

Trial I
-.

4 10 Normal

Trial 2 8 10 Normal
,

Trial 3 12
.

10 Normal

Trial 4
.

4 20
.

Normal ..

Trial, 5
NI

is
4 10 Gravel-

covered
.

Next, you will carefully and regularly change the slope
of the trough, the amount of water flowing through the
trough, and the bed over which the- water flows. You will,
then decide whether ,or not changing these variables affects
the rate of flow down the trough.

Set up and carry out Trials' 2 through 5 as described in
Table 1. Measure the Tate of flow ,down the trough for each

122 . RE.SOUF}GE 27 trial and enter sciur results in theOble._ Notice th4t..increasing
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OW MIL' tlow ILI\ the eilect of m..-leasui, the volume of
water in the trough. Note also that hut! .) calls for you to
spread .1 layer of gravel along the stream bed.

If You did careful work-, you foundithat increased slope,
increased volume of water, and a smath bed all cause the
water to flow faster down the trough. Riese factors influence
the rate kyf flow of water in natural streams, too. Rivers flow
faster on steep slopes, when swollen by rains or melting snow
at certain seasons of the year, or when flowing through beds
with few obstacles.

One of the questions posed at the beginning of this re-
f source is whether or not the rate of flow in rivers is the same

from bank to bank. You and your partner can use the trough
you've set up to answcr this question, too. To do this, set
up the apparatus as described in Activities I and 2. Men
add a drop of food coloring and watch it closely as it moves
down the trough. Try to decide which shape in Figure I most
closely reSembles the front edge of iite drop.

Figure 1

You probably found that the front edge of the drop looked
:moct like A above. This tells you that the stream was flowing
faster in the center, and slow-er along the sides, of the trough.
Natural rivers and streams flow this way, too: klow do you
explain this difference in speed from bank to bank?

A 8



flow big a rock can a stream cal altmg.? Depends uponthe stream, you say? Slue. r 's pretty ob lolls that fast-moving
streams have greater kinetic eneigv and, therefore, can carrybigger rockN. But the rate of flow of streams is not con-stant 'they speed up and slow down many times over their
COUrscs. What happens to the materials being carried by ariver when its rate of How chan:!es? rhatss what this resourceis all about.

For these activities, you will need the following materials:
I corn plete stream-table setup
1 powdered-milk :iolution

.1 dropper

ACTIVITY 1. Set up the stream table as shown. Use a bucketto fill the lake until water just leaves the outlet hose. Adjustthe Inlet water flow to 3-5 ml/sec..

Outlet.
hose



ACTIVITY 2. Add a drop of powderod-milk liolution to the
water and note the places where the stream's rate of flow
changes. Note also where particles of sand and silt are de-
posited by the stream.

Add a litop
powdetted-milk

It vou did Nour work well, von should have found a rela-
tionship between the nuinher and size of sand particles
dropped hN the stream and the changes in the stieam's rate
of now. As the stream slows down (loses kinetic energy), it
drops part of its load: as it speeds up (gains kinetic energy),
it picks up additional material.

This general process works in nature as well as on the
stream table. Take a look 'at Figure I. Can you predict at
which points the stream is moving slowly and at which points
it picks up speed?

Figure 1

-I 0
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29 How Deep a Channel
C a Stream Cut?

This resource will help you find out if dire is any limit to
how deep a chaimel a river can cut. You will need a partner
and a complete stream-table setup.

ACTIVITY 1. Arrange the sand mixture on the stream table
as shown. Be sure to give the proper slope to the sand. Notice
that the stream table itself Is level and that the lake level
comes up to the edge of the sand. Adjust the water flow into
the reservoir to 5 ml/sec. Notice how deeply the stream cuts
into the sand.

When the stream stops cutting, compare the depth of the
gully with the level of the surface of the lake. You should
find that they are approximately the same. A stream cannot
cut a gully, canyon, or valley whose bottom is lower than
the surface of the lake (or sea) into which it flows. You can
see this more clearly by changing the slope of the sand in
your stream table.
-.Repeat Activity 1. with the reservoir end of the stream

table,raised one centimeter. Notite what effect chang* the
' slope has upon.how dec,.p a chahnel is cut. Notice also that

the stream still cuts only to the level of the surface of4h,'
lake.



Hie pi mciple that a Ntream cuts to the level of the body
h it Hoy, 1, di as, tin

the stream table. lake a look at Figures I and 2. How .do
N ou account for the difference in how deeply these two rivers
have cut?

.14

Nff
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Figure 1

F1 1:14 Is a jiadhaiihoCALT/4".
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30 Effects of Obstacles
upon Direction of
Stream Flow

In this resouke, you will study photographs of rivers flowing
through several kinds of materials. Your problem will be to
note and try to explain any changes in a river's course as
a result of Obstacles it encounters.

First, take a look at Figure 1. Notice that the river is
flowing through an area of large rocks. As the river flows

, around some of the rocks (Figure 2), it is broken up intota series of small streams. (This is called braiding.)

4

(

Oderv.

Figure 2

Take another look at Figure 2. Notice that the boulders
that s.aused the braiding are located at the point where the
mountain begins to level oil'. These rocks were very likely
carried down from the mountain by the stream They were
dropped where they 'are because the stream lost speed (ki-
netic energy) as it hit the bottom of the slope. It is at points
like this that one most often tinds braiding of strews.

The river in Figure 3, is braided, too. What caused the
splitting this time?

4
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31 Alluvial Fan
Formation ._

Sometimes stone, gravel, and silt washing down a steep slope
lorm a fan-shaped deposit at the base of a hill. Such deposits
are called alluvial fans. Figure 1 shows several alluvial fans
in Death Valley.
\In this resource, you will have a chance to investigate for

yourself how and why alluvial fans form. to do it, you will
need a partner and a complete stream-table setup.

CLUST
Resources 3 and 32)
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Figure 1,

ACTIVITY 1. Set up the stream table ps shown. Adjust the
rate of flow into the reservoir to 5 ml/sec. Allow the water
to flow for several minutes. Observe what happens.

bid you get an alluvial-fan to form? Once you have suc-
ceeded in getting an alluviaVan to form, you are on your
own. Vary the procedure outlined in Activity I in anfway
that you like. Keep in mind that you are trying to learn t.lie



rkt

41clitions present when alluvial fans form. Hcrc
variables you'may want to experiment with.

are somc

, 1 . Amount of water flowing down the hill
2. Looseness of the materials over which the water flows
3.,.$1)eepness of the ske the water flows over
\4. Change in the water's ate of flow

's)Ir

1-.4

. Figure 2

Figure 2 shows some white...areas in addition to the alluvial
fans. The water that brought down the material that formed, )

the fan carried dissolved materials with it as well. In a dry ./
., area like Death Valley, water evaporates very quickly, leav- v

lingt the dissolved material behind. The white material in
Figure 2 is mostly salt. ..

4111

32 Delta -Formation and
Changes in Sea Level

Soil, sand, and gravel dropped at the mouths of rivers build
-into fan-shaped deposits called Muth. The one at the

.t. moilth of the Nile grew slowly over thousands of years, but

116
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you can make a simutated delta in a tew minutes.
Get the complete sti eam-table setup and a knife tot shap-

mtrthe sand. Then do the following actiYity

Important Note: 1 he stream-table activity is an attelipt to
leproduce natural conditions as closely as Nesib le, hut it is
most important to.remembei that it is not a natural stream
The size of particles in relation to the size of the stream and
to the rate of flow is not the same as in nature. Neither is
the time.

ACTIVITY 1. Set up
V

your stream table as shown. Adjust the
rate of flow into the reservoir to 5 ml/sec. Allow the water
to flow for about 10 minutes.

Carefully watch the buildup of the delta and note what
happens to particles of different sizes. Leave the delta in
place for the next experiment.

132 RESOURCE 32

I II

I I

oelaem

Where are the liner particles deposited? Compared 'with
the coarse sand grains, are they closer to or farther from the
shoreline?

-..

What you have just seen in the stream table is very much
like what happens at the mouth of' a large river.As the river
flows into a sea or lake, it slows down, and its ability to carry
sediments (particles) is reduced. As a result, its load is
dropped. and a delta is gradually built up from the deposited
sediments. The fine particles are deposited irk the deeper,
stiller water.

7
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There is much evidence that the level of the seas has
changed many times in the past. If the land were to sink
a little or the sea level were to rise a little, then the position
of the shoreline cquld move sonic distance. For example.
Figures 1 and 2 show how the shoreline has moved on
Florida's Gulf Coast. (Figure I is an aerial photograph. and
Figure 2 is a diagram to help you understrd the photo-
graph.)
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You can use the stream table to model the effect of the
changing sea level upon r:position of materials.

ACTIVITY 2. With the delta from the previous experiment still
in place, carefully raise the lake level as shown. Without
disturbing the delta you formed, replace the sand-silt mixture
at the top of the table and allow the water to run for another
10 minutes. The rate of flow should once again be 5 ml/sec.
Notice how the.sand is deposited this time.

1341 RESOUF1C 32

Clamp

11
closed

You should see a new delta forming on top of part of the
original one. When you see the second delta forming clearly,
try simulating flood periods by pouring a baby-food jar of ,

water quickly into the reservoir every half' minute. Move the
jar as you pour to stir up the silt. After about 10 minutes,
stop the water flbw and completely drain the stream table.

You should now have two deltas, gne overlapping the
other, as shown in Figure 3.

You havosobserve'd that deposition-of sediment in a delta
sorts out the size of the. grains. And you should realize that
a combination of rate of the stream flow and deepness of
the water determines where the partides depo. sit. This doUble
delta effectthe position of one delta on top of' another
occurs /11en change of sea level takes place for some reason
(by melting of continental.glaciers, for example):

1
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33 Waterfalls ,ind
Rock Hardness

This mource deals with.ttle interaction of waterfalls and the
crust of the earth. You will learn how the hardness of thi
rock and its itructure affect the shape of the falls.

Figure 1 shows a waterfall in Indiana that is tumbling Over
a ledge of rock. Can you guess how the hardness of the rock
at the top of the waterfall differs from the hardness of thc
rock at the bottom?

With your stream table, you can lest the effect of relative
hardness and work out a model for the process taking place..

'To do the activitirs that follow, you will need a partner and
the following materials: .

1 complete stream-table setup
2 sheets of plaster, about 0.3 cm thick by 5' cm wide by

10 cm long

01)

Yr*
We's

Figure 3

A

Efk,

CLUSTER -E)
(Resources433-36)



Figure 1

ACTIVITY 1. Set up the stream table and sand mixture as
shown. Make a layer of sand-slit mixture about 3 cm deep.
Place two sheets of thin plaster on the layer as shown.

4

2 shoots of plater,
on on top of tho other

151 ,
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t:'

(
...ACTIVITY 2. Now cover the plaster wil a layer of sand, and
make a slight valley so that stream will flow oVer the top
of the buried plaster. Start e water flowing.

/I Afiems....__

Plaster
sheets

.4 . : t ar e. s . .
:

.1. 1.%.

ACTIVITY 3. Adjust the water flow Into the reservoir to 5
mi/sec. Let the water run down the valley until it has eroded
enough to uncover the plaster. Allow erosion to!Lontinue for
about 5 minutes after the plaster is uncovered.

The plaster represents layers of harder sediment or per-
haps a lava flow between sediments. The sand-silt mixture
represents softer rock above and below the harder rock.
When the plaster becomes exposed, what happens to the rate
of erosion upstream and downstream from it?

Now take a look at Figures 2, 3, and 4. These drawings
show two possible effects of water flowing over falls like the

TI
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Figure 2

Figu.re 3

Figure 4

opipop

one you just looked at. Try to decide logically, on the basis
of what you've seen, which set best represents what is going
On in Figure 1.
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138 RESOURCE 33

Waterfalls are common landseape features where water
flows rapidly over a hard rock ledge. When the ledge rests
on softer rock, the water wilt erode the softer rock faster than
the top layer, resulting in a shtipp edge to the falls as shown
in Figure 2. Notice the pothole (deep pool) forming at the
base of the falls and the flat chunks of rock that have broken
off into it.

.11
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In Figuie 3. the rock beneath the top lavers is hat der than
that in the,stream bed. The top layers, therefore, erode more
quickly, making the edge more rounded. Notice that no
pothole is formed.

In Figure 4, all the rock is made of One type of hard
material, and the falls cut back slowly. No pothole is formed,
and the shape of the falls changes very little as the river
erodes away the rock.

If you've done the resource on distinguishing rock types,
you may be able to guess which rock types are shown and
discussed above. Which Ido you th ik is igneous, meta-
morphic, and sedimentary?

1.

34 Gullying an Erosion
of a Plateau

In this resource, you will study what happe s when water
runs off a tlat-topped hill. To do the activities, u will need
a complete strearnrtabIe setup and the help of a artner.

ACTIVITY 1. Set up your apparatus as shown. Be sure that
the fiat-topped hill of sand is at least 5 cm high.

:1! *

Sand,
5 cm high

),
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ACTIVITY 2. Adjust the rate of water flow to less than 3
ml/sec. Move the hose back and forth as the water fails on
the hill. Notice what happens to the sand as the water runs
off the hill. Try to decide why gullies begin to form and how
they become longer.

Move the hose
back and forth.

Ito

Figure 1

140 RESOURCE 34

4.

.Figureil shows the effects of water running off a hill of
fairly loose nnaterial. At sone time, the area probably con-
tained only a single gully. As water flowed into the in'ain

tbk
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gully from the sides, the branches you see in the photograph
formed.

Notice also that waterfalls have been formed at the tops\
of some of the gullies. Dung rainstorms, the water that
pours over these falls grapually erodes away the rtp of the
gully. In this way, gullies become longer and longer. This
process is known as headword erosion.

What's the difference between a gully and a canyon? Will
the area in Figure I ever be a cl?..nyon? If you would like
to know mbre about this, do the next resource.

42.

CI

35 Gullies and Canyons
A Comparison

Look at Figures 1 and 2. Although the small gully in Figure
2 doesn't look much like the Grand Canyon shown in Figure
1, there is a lot of similarity in the way they were formed.
This resource will help you understand the differences be-

etween gullies and canyons.

Figure 1

156

s+ Figure 2
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ltirractenstics of C'anvon,

I. l'he land being calved
is usnally haid rock that
is quite resistant and
breaks up into loose
material very slowly.

2. Canyons usually form in
a relatively dry climate.
This means that very little

- water runs into tilt canyon
from the sides.

The stream doing the
-carving of canyons usually
originates in a much
higher area.

4. Because the stream
comes from a higher source,
it moves through a canyon
very rapidly.

5. The fast-moving stream
in a canyon carries a large
load of rocks. These rocks
help to cause further
erosion.

Charactenqu, of (;ulhe,

/4)1 oose matenals fiom
the sides of gullies u ash
easily into the sueam at
the base of a gully.

2. Rainfall is common
'where gullies form.

3. Runoff water from the
surrounding land tumbles
over the sides of the main
gully and forms many
branches.

4. Water flows through a
gully at varying rates.
The:gully deepens most
rapidly where the slope
is steepest.

5. The load carried by the .

streams in gullies sci>me-
times moves rapidly, but
the particles are usually
rather small.

142 RESOURCE 35

Taken as a-whole, the characteristics of canyons tend to
result in steep,.almost vertical walls, while those of gullies
produce gentle slopes. This is the most important difference
between gullies and canyons.
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36 Action of Water
Moving in a
Curyed Path

Most of the other resources deal with water flowing in a
straight line: In nature, however, most rivers move through
quite a number of curves. Does anything special happen to
water that moves in a curved path? If so, does this produce
any important effects at points like river bends? These are
questions you will tackle in this resource. To answer them,
you and a partner need these materials:

I complete stream-table setup
1 paper disk, .6 cm in diameter
1 teaspoon white sand
1 beaker

First, get some water moving in a curved path and look at
it.

S.

ACTIVITY 1. Place 1 teaspoon sand In a beaker three-fourths

full of water. Stir the water until it swirls around In the,beaker.

Observe what happens to.the sand.

6
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You may have been surprised to find that the sand in the
swirling water piled up in the center of the beaker. Why did
this happen? A simple experiment can help you decide.

ACTIVITY 2. Mark the paper disk as shown. Push epencil
through the center of the disk and, holding the pencil between
your palms, spin the disk slowly. Notice which letter moves
fastest.

The water moving around near the outside of the beaker
clearly traveled a greater distance in the same time than did
the water near the center. Described another way, the water
near the edge traveled at a greater speed (or velocity) than
did the water in the center.

The slower water moves, the more likely it is to drop
whatever load it is carrying. This fact is very important as
water moves in a curved path. The next activity will allow
you to learn still more about this.

ACTIVITY 3. Arrange theansizan the stream table as shown.
Be sure that the sand Is wet, piled deeply enough, and con-
toured according to the *etch.

Wet
sand

1 4.0

1 4 RESOURCE 36
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ACTIVITY 4. Trace a path with your finger as shown. The path
should be cut almost to Ipe bottom of the sand (about 2 ; cm
deep). Adjust the flow oilwater Into the reservoir to about 5ml/sec, and allow the water to flow down the path for 20
minutes. Then turn off the water, but leave the sand in place.

r

.
Now take a look *at Figure 1, which shows the Apalachicola

River in Florida, and Figure 2, which shows amaIl streamin North Dakota. Notice that sand is deposited oh the inner
parts of each river bend, where the water moves slowest. Onthe outer part of the curve, the water moves fast enough tokeep the And from falling out. In fact, the water erodes theouter bank away as it rounds the corner. .

Figure 1
Figure 2

- r
*?,

I
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Figure 3 diagrams what a river does to the Outer bank
of a river bend. Notice that the water, along .with the rocks
and gand it carries, is thrown against the outi,r hank. This
produces an undercutting of the hank and causes the rimof the bank to overhang more and more. Finally the rim
collapses, becoming part of the load that will act on, banks
farther downstream.

11111 I 1111

146 RESOURCE 36 Figure 3



Notice that the cutting and deposition at the bends caused
the stream to swing wider and wider. This is what happens
in nature with faidy slow-moving rivers. But sometimes,
during periods of heavy rain, these same rivers become
flooded, and their rate of how increases:You can duplicate
this effect by increasing the rate of How of water into the
stream-table reservoir to 15 ml/sec. Notice what effect this
has upon the meapders in the.strearn beci.

'The big point stown by. the activities you've just done is
that a river can cut a 'valley much wider than itself. It does
this by meandering slowly in its course. This action is sum-
marized in the series of sketches in Figure 4.

A. River meanders within valley walls. ' B. Position of river bed constantly changes.

Meander
Valley
.floor

Oxbow
lake

C. Valley walls widen as meander bend cuts into
the valley walls.picking up rocks and soil, and
depositing them along the valley floor.

D. Dotted lines show cid river path. This oxbow
lake was formed when the river shortened its
path downhiil.

. .

4:4

E. The valley continues to widen as the meander
moves to the opposite side of the valley.

F. Notice how much wider and shallower the
valley has beconie because of the river 'Carving
away the valley walls. .--

2

Figure 4
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Behind many beaches and on many islaild desert plains,
there are great piles of sand called dunes: St. George's Island,
in the Gulf of Mexico, has many sand dunes. One of these
dunes is shown in Figure I. You can see the Gulf in the
distance, beyond the dune.

"..

.

.**Figure 1

..46brIt."%. ...........,..

Predict how the pattern of markings was produced on the
face of the dune. You can check your prediction by finding
a partner to help you with this activity. You will need:

. Cardboard box (size of shoe box), with one end removed
148 Handful of sand
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.
ACTIVITY 1. Build a small sand dune near the open enct ot
your bog. Put your mouth level with the bottom of the box,
and blow gently but stea4fly. Move your head from side to
side to distribute the wind evenly across the pito of sand.

Take turns with your partner until the sand pile moves about
,10 cm (4 In).

Plle
of sand

About 8" aWay,
blow gently And steadily.

CO. What happens-to the sand on the side of the pile facing
you? What happens on the other side? .

Wind direction

Sand blows up
a gantJe slope.

; .'

. r
-1

" 1.

.
Dune moves
forward.

.1

slsiodpoewn11'
.
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Figure 2

. You have just simulated the action of th6, wind on beach
or desert sand. In both places, the wind builds up piles of
sand called. dunes, as shoWn in Figure 2. Dunes can be moved.
considerable distances each year unless th *y encounter some
obstacle that slows or stops their progrel , as in Nutt 3.

't
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[12. What agent is preventing the movement of 14 sand

Figure 4
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dun n Figure 3?

In the simufation experiment you carried Out, you ob-
served the sand grains rolling down the far side of the.dune.
Imagine a period of weather with little %mud, followed by
a period with strong wind, tbllowed by another calm period,
etc. Then look carefully at Figure 4, a close-up of the dune
you examined in Figure 3.
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1 13. What 'do you see at X, and what caused this feat

I )4. 1 n what way does the X feature differ from the structure
of a sand deposit formed in water? (I lint: Don't guess think
about the simulation experiment results and look back to
Resource 7.)

Bedding of this kind is called dune bedding and is one way
of deciding whether a sedimentary rock is wind-deposited
or water-deposited.

p.

Figure 5A

[15. Which figure (5A or 513) represents dune bedding?
What was the direction of the prevailing wind?

.

:IS-
In this resource, you have looked at wind transport of

sand. Sand grains are blown along near the, g d and in
1-.1* e. the process become angular anil, sharp. They ove up the

face of dunes and fall down the other side. In this way, a
dunemay move long distanees.over a period of years. A new
dune starts behind it, and soon a parallel set of dunes is.
marching ac )ss a landscape. Dunes bury objects in their

'pathnd may kill vegeta,tion. If the vegetation-can grow thick
and tall enough not to be buried, it may eventually hold the
sand and stop it from Moving.
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11.a

The Shore lands

If you've never tasted a peach, you can hardly imagine its
tlavot. Fortunately, the same problem doesn't exist with laud
features The stu t who Itves in an interior state like Iowa
may still have a oo,d idea of what the shorelands of thi:
United States are like even though he has never visited thorn.
In fact, he may have an even better idea _than a resident
of a coastal region. The latter may sometimes flunk that all
coastlines are like his own, forgetting how varied.are the
lands that border our major lakes, the Gulf of Nfexico, and
the Pacific and Atlantic oceans. The geologic features of the
shorelands are different in different regions.
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Figure 4-2

Studs I.iguie 4-1 caletully You Qiould be able to see
manY of the leatuies ot the .shoielands set toi that %ou lust
noted in Figine 1-4 Why is this k oastline nanow and loeky
in some places and wide and sandy in othei N.) Whs ale sonic
waves almost stiaight and otheis LUIvedInd wh% do the%
break where they do? Ilow did the coastline get to be the
way it is, and what will' it look like in the future?

These are not easy questions to answer. As you work
--through this chapter, you should tind that you can egplain

how each feature of the shorelands was tOrmed. And you
may even predict what may happen to it in the future.

The force of waves

Any surfer who has wiped out'' knows about the tremen-
dous force of just a single wave. Chances are that he can't
see how this.same force changes the land. (liver a period of
time, however, he would be able to see the important
chango. Look at the following sequence of photographs

,
-carefully. Then answer 4uestions 4-1 and 4-2.

D4-1. Which occurred more rapidly, the change front Fig-
ure 4-2 to 4-3 or the change from Figure 4-3 to 4-4?

[14-2. Did, the same forces of erosion that brought about
the change seen in Figure. 4-3 cause the change seen iv
Figure 4-4? Explain.
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Were you able to guess what happened?
Those pictures in Figures 4-2, 4-3, and 4-4 were taken over

a period of several years. The last picture was taken shortly"
'after Hurricane Betsy hit. (If the owner of the beach-cottage
had read this chapter before he built the cottage, he might
have chosen a different location! Perhaps you will see why
as you continue reading.)

Waves against the beach

Most changes along the seashore are not as apparent as
those just shown, however. When you go to the beach, you

I

Figure 4-3

Figure 4-4
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Figure 4-5

we the tesuhs ot many ditictent processes 1 ook at the tv,0
beaches shown in 1 ipn es 4-5 and 4-6
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so

Figure 4-) shows a beach in Florida .donr. the ( ;ult. of
Mc \ IL 0. I 1011 e 4-0 shot% s a Maine beach on the Atlantic
Coast. Notice some of the big differences in these beaches.
One is sandy with a gradual slope, whereas the other is rocky
with it steep drop-olE DIMIT the winter, the rocky beach
is battered lw waves 10 to 15 feet in height, whereas the
sandl, beach .seldom has waves more than 4 or 5 feet high.
If you were to dig down through the sand, you would find
that the sand laer is very thick. If you tried to dig under
the rock beach, you'd probably bend your shovel!

Kinetic enera from winds and storms far out at sea is
transferred to the water to produce waves. The energy is
carried toward this coast by waves. 'The waves releaNe their
energy when they reach shallow water and break. Energy
can he ear4wd to the shore like this wherever there is a big
expanse of :Water subject to wint and storms.

You can investigate how this energy can affect beaches by
simulatjon experiments that use the stream tables. Work with
at leatit one partner for this activity.

Piece of wood
(wave generator)

S
, mixture

ACTIVITY 4-1. Pile the mixture of sand and silt at one end
of the stream table to make a sloping surface. Use a block
to tilt the table. Then fill with water until the bottom edge of
the sand is covered to a depth of about 3 cm. Put a few small
pieces of gravel near the water's edge and cover them with
sand. Note the relationship between the sand-silt mixture and \
the water line.

MP
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ACTIVITY 4-2. Produce storm waves by pressing down firmly

on a piece of wood with the palm of your hand, as shown,
once every 3 seconds. Keep this up for about 5 minutes and
carefully observe the sand:silt mixture. Then let the water
settle for a few minutes. (Keep the stream table set up and

do not alter the sand.)

Wave .

troughs Wave Push
crests down

Figure 4-7

Durilm storms. hilth-enerilv waves reach the shoreline. The
action of these waves on the lateach is simila'r to the effect
in your stream-table model. The effect should look some-
thing like what is shown in 1:igure 47.

Beach with
rocks exposed Region of

wave break
Wave
crests

158

Bench of sand
builds up.

Thin layer of fine sediment
deposits in deep water
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.1 he stebne waes attack the beak-11, shilinw the sand out
to sea to toim a bench Rocks :tic exposed :dour the shore.
find Illost or the N. el N. tine paiticles are carried out into deep
water, where, in cal ner weather, they slowly drop to the
bottom.

Sonic shorelnie., that ate e\ posed to 114'W-energy wa es all
the ume may not has e any sand.Onlv smooth pebbles are
left 011 .+11(11 shOles.

ACTIVITY 4-3. Continue your experiment, using the same
stream table that was exposed to high-energy waves. Leave
everything as it was. This time, however, push very gently so
that you produce low-energy, gentle waves. Continue this for
about 5 minutes, watching what happens when the waves
reach shore.

Beach
Push
gently.

[14-3. What effect do the low-energy waves have on the
beach? How is this different from the high-energy storm
waves crashing into the beach?

This time, you should have observed the slow building up
of the beach on shore. In fact, if' you,-were patient enough
to keep the gentle waves going for a long time, you might
have covered up the gravel bposed during the storm. The
waws will gradually shift the sand back from the underwater
bench onto the beach.

The "Going, Going, Gone" pictures in Figures 4-2, 4-3,
and 4-4 show what can happen to a beach when high-energy
waves attack it. Storms increase the energy reaching the

,
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tloa, And 1). .1' ' ather dot
Lneipv level, and beat. will build up ,iyain 1 loN IC otChange Is always goint.., )11 w ht itne, the I Ind meets a
body of %IR.i and wheie the shoiehne is suitable toi beak hes
to

Waves against a steep shoreline

Ocean waves can do a great deal of work to shape and
change coastlines and beaches. You have just experimented
with the effect of waves on a relatively. low-lying Shoreline.
Figure 4-8 shows waves approaching a tocky coastline with
steep cliffs.

04-4. What effects do waves have on a coastline like theatsuksisli g alff, One shOwn in Figu-re 4-8?
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When waves crack against a steep shoreline instead of on
a fairly wide and flat beach, the effects on the landscape arc
quite different. Figure 4-9 shows some features of a typical
rocky coast.

The figure shows an outcrop with two sea caves. Look
carefully near the top of the caves and you should be able
to see evidence -of the high-tide line. (I lint: Look for a color
change.)

The top of the cave is just abovc high-tide level. Outside
the cave, the beach is steep a
rock outcropping in which the e is located.

rves, back away from the

1- 14-5. Based on your study of waves and their effect on steep
shorelines, what factors do you thk affect the rate at which
the cave in Figure 4-9 is Carved out of rock?

:Ocean. wavesa better lobk

If you look at Figure 4-10, you will see a series of waves
approaaing a beach. As the %:v_aves get closer to.shore, they
"break" and spread onto the beach.

.1

ir4 :

. , ; .sh

2. ftt1,.4,4

Figure 4-9
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Figure 4-10

Figure 4-11
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1114-6. Why do the waves break as they get closer to shore?

You should have found that the ocean wave breaks be-.

cause the sea bottom, which slopes upward as you approach
the shore,.interferes with theq.sircular motion of the wave.

Look back aifl at Figure 4-10. The -waves approaching
the shore that you.see in the Thotograph are entering a hay.
On closer inspection, you ee that, the wave front within the
bay takes on a curved path. Figure 4-11 shows the curved .
fronts approaching the 'shore.

r

Straight
wave front

Curved path
of waves

162 CHAPTER 4
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Farther out to sea, _the wa%e fronts are not curved, hut
are straight.

14-7. Find out why the waves bend as tin enter the ba%.
as shown. 111 Figure 4-11. Also, what do voi predict would
happen to straight wiwes approachine, a shoreline, as shown
in Figure 4-12? Make a sketch and pencil n your prediction.
What woUld happen to waves app?oaching a shoreline at an
angle, as shown in Figure 4-13? Make a sketch and pencil
in your prediction.

Waves moving in direction of arrow

Another ocean motion

Figure 4-14 shows two photographs qfthe same ship, docked
at the same pier, at two difnrent times of the same.day. As

Figure 4-14

Figure 4-13

4..
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you can see, the level-of the water has chant.led drastically
from one picture to the other.
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--f14-8. Why does the level or the va change and what effect.
.* a ilisi,11.111-41 does a tidal change have on-a ci;astline like that shown in

.Figmt 4- 14?.-. - , .

,

interpretng a seacoast , s
':. ,

. . -
, -t . .

- The 'combined effect of ocean waves and tidal changes
produce' 0 great variety of seacoast landscapes. A shore of-

, hard, reistant ismeousock will develop a difl'erem seacbast.. . , appearance than a-shore of soft sedinientary rock. Seacoasts...
S, ..

. that...are subjected to many storms will be eroded mItte rap-, .

'

f
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idly than those with fev,) storms.: . When a geologist tries to interpret, a landscape, he looks
. ..for evidence of the changes that have seen taking-place. lie

tries to figure out what caused them, just as you've been
doing. Figure 4-15 contains evidence of a chante that tobk

-.1164 CHPPTER 4 . thousands of years'..to hAppen. Can you spot the evidence?
e

n
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04-9. Interpret (describe and explain) how you think this
coastline got .to be the way it is. Here are some clues to help
you. Notice the rocky outcroppings in the foreground. Do
they resemble te results of erosion you've been studying?
What about the fiat, gently slopingiarea in the center of the
picture? What area or Figure 4-15 does it resemble?_Examine
Figure 4- 1,15, an artist's sketch of the samd area.
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Figure 4-17 shows a yiew of a coastal featurethattu may
never hiee seen from this angle before. This is an attrial shot
of a deltlf you were to see it from ground level, yoil would
not be able tp describe its-Sillape unless vou walked around
the edges as well as across it. Figure 4-18 shows a diagram
of the same region.
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This delta is built up from sand and silt sediMents. Flie
plants on it obviously started growing after the sediments
began to accumulate. Some of the larger treesitre more than
a hundred vezrs old. Notice that in the right siN of the photo
the delta appears to have been growing faster and that a
sandbar has formed.

[14-10. Where did the sand and silt that formed this delt;
come from and how have the ocean tides, currents, and w.it(e
action helped shape the delta?

Ocean currents and wave action are at work along all
coasts. Sometimes the currents tlow parallel to the shore, and
at other times they curve-in or out. Usually they go in one
general direction tor months and months. Only occasionally
do they change speed or direL 4. Waves, on the other hand,
usually approach the shore at' an angle that changes as the
wind changes. (Sometimes the wind blows out to sea!)

.

\/kt .

Figure 4-19

441
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I.he %or shown in Figine 4 I') has built up where the
ocean cull ents and the wave action are W011.1111,, torethei lot
at least part of the year to deposit sand at the mouth of the
river. Both the iner and the ocean cari sediments.

14-11. I low are wave direction and ocean currents mvolved
LII0111.1A I 4 ;111W-t in the shaping of the spit shown in Figine 4-19?

Some rivers do not form deltas or spits where tkev eMptv
Into the sea. Rivers like the Columbia. the De.laware, the
St. John, the St. Lawience, and the Ones that empty into
('hesapeake !lay have decpwater chimncls (called tidal estu-
ari('s or fiords. depending on w here tivy were formed). These
cliannek may exte.nd tor manv miles from the sea inland.

4 .



The harbors shown in Figures 4-20 and 4-21 ate examples
of each tpe. Ilguie 4-20 is the hold type, and Figure 4-21
is the tidal type.

Scientists have puzzled o% er how these harbors were
Immed. but they have located sonic: pieces of the puitle.
For one thing, the fiord type of deepwater channel is Itmnd
in mountainous regions where there is much evidence of
glaciation. .1"he wide, flat channel bottom of' the fiord-type
'harbor. is typical of valle3's carved by glaciers. Using depth
soundings and aerial photography, scientists liaye discovered
that the more V-shaped harbors reveal a iiver valley pattern-
and shape. The great continental glaciers that used to cover
most of North America and l'.urope were melting and their
water was running into the oceans while these harbors were

.- developing.

r J442. Using this evidence, describe a model to account li)r LEIN B.P.i-a lei
the formation of the deep harbors shown in-Figures 4-20 and
4-21.

summary_
4

seen_that many dillseient fortes alre involved in the
shaping of "the orelands: If you've u.sid "y6ur :resources
successfully, you should be able to interpret the features of
the shoi'elands and to predict what m4 happen .to them ill
the future. The stretch of shoreline shown in'Figure.4-22 has
many ,of 'these features. hlow well Tan you, interpret this
shoreline?

.
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You can see that interpreting most of the landscapes of
shorelands is not hard when you know the forces involved.
Look over Figure 4-23. You will rectgnize this drawing aspart of Figure 1-4 from Chapter 1 o Can you identify the
features of the shorelands and describe how they wereformed? If you can, you should be able to visit a beach or
lake near you and understand many of the processes that
made them look the way tkey do today.
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38 Wave Action on
Rocky Cliffs

When waiter craShes into rock, which is stronger, the water
or the rock? Obviously, rock is stronger because it hardly
changes, while the water is sent tiring in all directions. Yet.
over a long period of time. water can destroy cliffs, too. To
simtlate the process, get a notehgd block made of sand and
plaster of paris, some mixed sand and silt, and a piece of
wood, and set up a stream table as shon below. Also, scatter
tome gravel on the sand.

Notched Figure 1
block

Sand and silt

ACTIVITY 1. Fill the stream table with water so that the middle
notch in the rock is just at water level. Now generate waves
by pushing the piece of wood up and down every 5 seconds,
so that the waves hit the face with the three notches. Keep
the waves going for 54to 10 minutes, carefully obserting the
face of the block to see which notch is most affected by the
wave action.

CLUSTER A
(Resources 38-41)

Middle
notch

6

-4*
trit;

-

fl

Water
. level
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Figure 2

Figure 3

172 RESOURCE 38
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1.roni these sunulation expel iments, \oil should _have
found out that the elosive eliecis of' the waves occur in a
nairow band just above sea level. At this level, the\ would
produce undercutting on a cliff face. Softer rocks are more
rapidly eroded than harder ones, and cracks allow the cro-
siofl to proceed faster. If you could see the waves acting
against a cliff face over a period of time. Volt would note ,
that the face keeps moving back, and a wave-cut bench is

left.

Let's examine the effect of cracks at sea level a little fur-
ther. Figure 2 shows a crack at sea level. What does the space
in the crack contain when there is no water washing into
it?

Wave

. Water pushing
into.craa

.e
What happens, at X in Figure 3 when a .hig wave washes.

. nto the crack, and what effect villd this have on the crack?
Imagine this process continuing in the same crack foi

:18 .7



dreds of' years. It is not difficult to see that the suddeemn-
.pression of the air v hen the water drives into the crack will
help to make the crack bigger and longer.

In your experiment4you may have seen little broken pieces
of plaster tumbling down. These represent pebbles and
boulders broken off in the real situation. Some of. thek.
would he small enough for the waves to pick up and throw
against the cliff What effet would this have on the diff and
on the pebbles?

In any coastline region where cliff faces are raised against
the sea, the kinetic energy of waves does work. The diff gets
undercut at sea level by the abrasive action of stones and
the compression of air in cracks. Arches and caves develop.
hen these collapse as they are enlarged, leaving pinnacles
of rock standing by themselves.

he pebbles and boulders are ground into sand, which gets
transported away to be deposited elsewhere as offshore
benches or as beaches and sandbars.

Now that the water in your stream table has settled down,
,take another good look at the model you have produced.
You shOuld tind that the coarser sediment has formed a
bench in ftont of the cliff area. The very tine material should
be deposited in the deeper offshore" water.

110

Cuff face

Wave-cut notch-

Bench of coarse
material

Sea
level

Ammo

Deposit of
fine silt

Bottom of
stream. table

Figure 4
k .

4
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39 Kinetic Energy
and ayes

Have you ever bven stilling or watched surfing at the movies
or on television? A surfer on a hoard out beyond the break-
ing waves just bobs up and down in almost the same spot,
while a surfer in the breaking wave is pushed toward the
shore, like the two pe'ople in Figure 1.

41.

174

The surfers in Figure I have 'gained kinetic energy as they
Moved toward the shore: Why Aoesn't a stiffer beyond the
breaking wave have the same kinetic, energy? -,

What causes the waves to break when they reach shallow
water?'

.One model of wave action states that water particles in'
A

the Opper layers are rotating because of wind action. At the
high point.of the wave (the crest), theparticles have rotated

'>4
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up to their highest position. At the _lowest point (the trough),
the particles have rotated back down to their lowest position.
A surfer is lifted and lowered by this rotational motion but
is not carried to shore, as shown in Figures 2 and 3. Although
the energy obtained by they,... ye from the wind is carried
forward br the. wave, the p icles of water rotate in a eon-

.

fined. area.

Wave shape moving in this direction

All particles All particles.
moving upward at bottom of circle

All particles
at top of circle

Surfer

1

`, - 4 4
* ic..;

f :;,$;

r';iFt't4 Lk' 1

4

k

..lf the water is deep, waves can travel without interference.
But imagine what happens when:waves get close to sbore.
What causes waves to break when they reach shailow wafer?

When the water is shallow enough to stop tl!e particle's
-from rotat,ing, the wave breaks. The circular eqtrgy of the
waves is changed to forward motion of water particles, whith
tush up the sloping Shore. The breaking wave pushes floating
objects ahead of it and picks up tons of sand as it rushes
toward the beach. -

This model of wave action is one explanatiopirof how water
close to shoff gets enough kinetic energy't4 form 'a breaking
waye and thus can pick -up and carry sand ifir the shore.

d

Figure 2
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All particles now
at bottom of circje

New position of crest

All particles.npw
at top Of circle

Figure 3

Wave shape breaks and the
water gains kinetic energy
toward shore.

thia 4

Wave shape moves toward shore'

Sea bottom interferes
with particle rotation
and wave breaks.

176 Figure 4
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If the ocean is wide and a prevailing wind blows in one
direction for most of the year, as along the Pacific Coast,
waves continually roll shoreward. These waves (called swells-)
are usually 14e, reaching heights of 10, 15, and 20 feet.
Sonie coastlines face sheltered warer (kite the ( iulf of
Mexico)and hejc swells only develop after storms at sea.
The total energy supplied to that coastline each year is not
so great as the energy supplied to coastlines facing the Pacific
or The Atlantic Ocean.

40 peaches and the
Curving of Waves

MI,

Offshore jetty losks.
14.

44?

17
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When you stand on a beach, do the waves alw'ay's come .at
you-. head on, .900, to the beach waterline? Are all _waves-
formed the same way? Take a ..o.aefullook at Fizure which-
-shows an aerial view of a coastline,-with waves washing past
an offshore jetty: iNotice the pattern form- the waves.

You can understand this pattern an the effect it might-
have n a shorelint by doingfa stream:table activity. You
mill need a partner, one Stream4able t et, two plaster blocks,
and one wooden block. ,

6.

t942 .

Figure 1

Nta
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178 RESOURCE 40

ACTIVITY 1. Set up the stream table with a sloping sand
beach at one end, with the water about 2 cm deep where it
meets the beach. Generate waves by gently pushing the
wooden block ui3 and down rhythmically every 3 seconds.
Notice the pattern produced by the waves and the effect of
the waves on the, beach.

'Push down
gently.

Sloping
sand

ACTIVITY 2. Now- put two plaster blocks into the water as
shown. The bfocks should have a space of at least, 4 cm
between them and should appear above water jevel.

Generate waves in the same way that you did in Activity
1. Note the pattern this time and the effect on the shore.

Plaster
blocks Push down.

Space at least 4 cm wide.

Where a prevailing wind is blowingtoward land at tight
angles to a straight coastline, the" wave pattern is like the
.one you found in your first simulation experiment. The crests
approach the coastline parallel to each other and to the coast.

71,
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Almost all energy is concentrated on the coast, catting steady
erosion all along the coast. Figure 2 shows the typical wave
pattern for these conditions.

Parallel
crests

Figure 2

Did you get a cgrved pattern when the waves passed
throutp tlie gap in your second experimAnt? When parallel
waves pass the edge of an obstacle, olc between obstacles,
the crests curve. This is called diffraction. Your second exper-
iment should have produced a pattern like, that in Figure 3.
Compare this with Figure 1.

Adi I I IIM.E.I

Headland

Waves curved -- Wave In contact with
by diffraction headland is slowed down. Parallel

wave pattern

Where a coastline is neither straight nor at right angles
to the prevailing wind, some parts of the wave line reach
land liefore others. The parts that reach land first are slowed
down, whereas the other parts continue at"the same speed.
The wave line bends, and this is called reftaction. Predict
what wave patterntyou would get with waves entering a wide,
curved bay. I 5.,

j.' I

Ii

Direction of
prevailing wind

Figure 3

..fiESOURCE 40 179.
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ACTIVITY 3. Pile your sand mixture at one end to make a
deeply Curved, scooped-out bay, and generati more waves.

Scooped-out bay

Figure,1

4.

Did you predict correctly? Where is the most beach-
forming activity when waves are curved by refraction.enter-
ing a bay?:Thistxperiment should help you understand how
wave refracrion helps to form beaches at the hcadsoa curved
bays as well as pocket beaches betWeen headlands.

41 .. Waves at an Angle
and Movement
Of S rid

What happens to a co stline when the wave pattern reaches
theshore at an angle most of.the time? Imagine a consistent
wave pattern apprpaching a beach coastline as showm in
Figure 1.
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Predict what will happen to the shape of the wave pattern
when the waves reach the shore. Make a diagram to illiarate
your prediction.

Now get a.partner, a complete stream-table setup, a piece
of wood, and two plaster blocks. You can conduct a simula-
tion eXperiment to seefif your prediction is correct and to.
observe the effect of this _typer_ol_waye.....action...-on.-a--bv,4441,

ACTtVITY 1. Pile the sand-silt mixture along one side of the
stream table and put water into the table to a depth of about
3 cm. Place the piece of wood you are using as a wave gener-
ktor at an angle, .as shown. Push down qkv it every three
seconds or so to produce a pattern of waves at an angle So
the shore. Watch the wave p*attern and the erosion effect
carefully..

I. C.

Sand-silt
mixture

4

Wooden block for wave generator
at an angle to produce eblIque waves

Did Sou pridict the waVe pattern correctly? What hap-
pentd to the beach?

In your simulation, the wave pattern curves into the beach,
and the sand is shifted steadily along the shore in a process
that is called longshore drift.

Beciuse man -uses beaches for recreation and builds homes
on .the seashore, he Often builds structures to reduce beach
erosion. Let'S see what these structures do. REAOURCE 41 181

Or
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ACTIVITY 2. Get the plaster blocks and set them at right
angles to your simulated beach, one on top of the other. The
topmost block must be above water. Make waves at an angle
as you did before and observe what happens as the blacks
obstruct the longshore drift.

Plaster
-.4340014fr- stimmair

mixture

411

Open
. passage-

Wave
generator

The diagram in Figure / shows how the waves are bent
(refracted) as they reach the shore area. As long as the waves
follow this pattern, the sand builds up beside the obstruction.
Boat ramps, sea walls, or jettiqs can interfere with longshore
drifts of sand along a beach and in much the same way cause
a change in the shape of the coast. A jetty at Panama City,
Florida, is shown in Figure 3.

Accumulation
of Sand

182 Figure 2
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r 42 Measuring Sea Level
Many times in the chapters in Crusty Problems there .arereferences to sea level. 'The elevation of mountains and placesalong river systems is related to sea level. Along the coast,major landscape changes are related to sea level. It' is allvery well to talk about sea level, but how can it be measured? .. If you ha-ve observed boats tied to a wharf, piles standingout of the water, or beaches and shore rocks over a periodof days, weeks, or months,-you will realize dot sea level justisn't level! Waves can cause a minute-to-minute .change.Tides can cause a day-to-day, week-to-week, and month-to-month variation. You even get a slightly different view ofsea level if you are in a boat looking at the land.

"I

V1,,I L'44

Figure 3

CLUSTER 13
(Resoures 42-44)
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What can you do to get an operational definition for wa
level when it is changing all the time? The measurement of
sea level is no easy task. Usually the problem of making such
a measurement is solved by installing a measuring instru-

- --tnent called i tide gauge: aLthe. grid of aver that stretches
far out into the sea:

Figure 1

Opening
to sea

4

Figure 2

Cable
Pen

c

Rotating
drum

jr.

Moving sheet
of paper

Weight

Nat (moves up and down with the tide)

A tide gauge Was a cylinder with a small openiaig that
allows water to enter and_ fill the cylinder to thMievels.
-reached by the tide. One common form has a float in the
cylinder. As the float moves up and down with the tide, a
cable turns a drum, and a pen draws a line on a moving
sheet of paper.

3

Days

4 5 6 7

2

184 4
Chart datum level
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. -.. , .The pen traces out records like that on the chart slic.)wn
in Figure 2."The graph, developed over a period of tithe,
thows the highest le`%kl reached. by the tide, the'lowest level,
and all /levels betwben. .

From continuous readings like these, taken over_ a long
time, a value for Mean sea level can be calculated. Mean
sea level is an average value between high water and low

. water. Vi9kh value on this"chart would be about the level .

of mean 04 levell .

The Uilited States Coast and, Geodetic Survey classifies
I., tide.stations as primary, or first class, only if they have been, .

in continuous.operation for more than nineteen years. There
are ab'out 40 places in the United States that are first-class
stations.

Charis from all these stations are used to calculate the
-

mean sea level, to which all surveying measurements are . ji. . ,Mated. . -. ,Careful measurement has shown that the sea level-is not .
. the same at all places (see Figure 3).,iFor exenple, if the

sea level at St. Augustine, Florida; is taken as zero, then t4
sea level at Portland, Maine, is about 38 cm higher; at San. Diego, .California, it is About 58 cm higher;,, and on the

Oregbrecoast it is* about 86 cm higher.
.

.
,

. ...... .

, 4

Po rtland,
Maine +38 cm

Al

SCAuguStine,-

S.

-figure 3
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Galveston,
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Skientists are not cei tam why theie 1\ a ditIcient.e in sea
level. but they think it is ielated to %mill yailables a baio-
metric piitssure and watet tempeiatuie

4 3 Tidal Effects ori
Shorelines

bne Of the most noticeable cyclic events (events occurring
at regular periods) that affects the shoreline is the daily rise
and fall of the tides. The difference between high tide and
low tide in the United States can be as much as three meters
(10 ft), and in some parts of the world it can be more than
nine or ten meters (33 ft). Only the larger lakes have measur-
able tides; Lake Erie has a tidal range of only eight centime-
ters (3 in).

Men have noticed how tidal cycles follow the daily cycles
of the earth, moon, and sun. The present theory of tides
explains tl.tm in terms of the gravitational attraction of the
moon ang sun, which causes the water on the earth's surfaie
to bulge out. The moon, though smaller than the sun, has
a greater effect (over twice as great) because it is somuch
"closer to the, earth.

In Figure 2 of the previous resource, there is a chart show-
ing a daily tide record. Notice that the recordings in the early
part of the chart show a big difference between high-tide
level and low-tide level (almost four meters on the sixth day)
while a week later the difference is Ally about one meter.
When the moon and the sun are in a straight line with.the
earth so that their gravitational attractions are pulling to-
gether, big tides are caused. When they are at right angles,
their attractions work against one another, and the differ-
ences are small. This causes a cycle f big tidal differences
at certain times of the month and sinall differences at other
times

on a gently sloping shore like the. one pictured in Figure
I, the periodic& big- tides caulses wave action on the upper
part of the.Raeach for the firfit time since .the last big ti,des:
You call imagine the txernatdous effects a combination of

e .2 4
014
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a storm and one of these very high tides has on the upper
part of the beach and the dunes.

a

Highest tide

Lowest tide

Level reached by the lowpst tide ol the year --- Biggest tidal range

Level reached by the
highest tide of the year

Figure.1

On a cliff or steep shore, the tide cycle affects the part
of the shore (hat gets undercut by wave action. In Resou'rce
38, you saw that most of the erosion takes place at sea level.
If the rise and fall of the tide is smelt, only a narrow strip

expo*ed to wave action. If thechange is large, a much
wider strip is eaposed. The range of the rise and fall of the
tide controls how much of the,cliff face is affected by wave
action.

Figure 2

-r

Region of undercuttibg depends on tide range.

Highest tide 9.- 4.-

maw NW...

ssaiasseess: sio ass ..
:^4 "

LOW01/t

Wave-cut ben-Ch

Range of tide during period of small Changes

Range of tide juringperiod bf large changes
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. k* 44 Changing Sea Level
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1,

and Erosion

This resource will help you find out k hat eflect a change
in sea level can have on a cliff-type coastal landscape. To
get started, obtain two plaster blocks (one larger than ihe
oiher), some of the sand-silt mixture, a piece of' wood, and
a stream table. You will use the sand-silt mixture and plaster
blocks to build your own landscape.

ACTIVITY 1. Pack .your sand-silt mixture at one end of the
stream table as shown, embedding the two plaster blocks
along the front edge. Raise this landscape end of your stream
tale with a block of wood or other support. Then fill the other
eml with water until It just covers the smaller of the two plas-
ter blocks.

Model landscape

ACTIVITY 2. Place the piece of wood in th Stream table at
the opposite mid from your model landscape. Push down
gently on the wood with the palm of your hand and then
quickly lift your hand. Do this every% seconds or so, and you
will create:gentle waves.

Plaster block^ (.

Wpter level
:"

Sand-slit mixture

Block of wood
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Keep making wavesi this way for about 5 minutes. Notice

.
where the erosion at this sea level takes place. Now let ihe.
watt!! out through the drainage hole until only the lower half .
of the smaller plaster block is covered with :watei. Then ..,

repeat the wave action to.see how a change inikbea level caw
,affect the landscape;

, Wave erosion take4 lace t sea leVel and, cuts a ben-ch-,(1- igure 1), the cliff being steadily cut -backrir iii.e....ine-Ver ---------;
drops, erosion cannot take Place at thi level any more, and
a fiat wave-cut bench is left. The old -las are left behind, -

but they often lose their distinctive fea ures because a/slides, .

an/1. erosion. Old wave-cut benches can be recognized on
many coastlines and are evidence of chanze'S in sea level.

Old cliffs (worn down.by weatherinp and erosiOn)

Figure 1

.......... :*
...... .......

New cliff

Undercutting and collapse

v

Air

Old wavq-cul benches
P

t

Present sea level

ew wave-cut berich

..
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CLUSTER C
(Resources 45-47)

1$0

45 here Does Beach
Sand Come From?

he moviemakers' concept of an. island paradise is a white
sand beach with waving palms,. but ,white beaches in the
tropics and in* southern regions of the Unit.ed States are notall that common.

In Hawaii, some of the beaches are black. In Florida, someof the beaches are tawny, some are buff-c(Ylored, ansi there
are long stretches of eggshell-white beach. On the West Coast
of the United States, beaches are more often brownish-gray.
All these beaches have sand.. How can the Sawid be so differ-
ent from beach to. beach?

Sand is simply a name given to rock material ground to
a certain size by the action of water or wind. Beach sandis formed by the grinding action of rocks on each oth-eit, and
on bedrock when vigorously rolled by mpving water of high
kinetic energy.

This process can happen in the fast-flowing section of a
river. Beeause the sand particles are small, they are carried
far beyOnd the rocky region where they were formed. Andif the kinetic energy of the stream is sufficiently high, the
particles can eventually be washed out to'sea. Many particles
get no farther than the river mouth, where they build up
as sandbars..0thers, however, are swept along by Sea currents
and wave action, finally pecoming parf of a beach.

Sand.particles break off from, rocks when waves batter the
rocks against each other or against the cliffs. This sand canbe deposited- on pocket beaches in the bayS between rocky
headlands or carried away by wave action and washed upon a beach elsewhere.

The-color and' kind of sand formed depend, on the kindof rock that .was ground down. In general, rocks made of
hard minerals break down to sand. 'White sand like that
alOng.the southeast coast usually comes from quartz. Darker
sands:are often forme4 by. the -breakdown of dark-colored
igneous or mgtamorphic. rock, The black sands, of Hawaii
are composed of tiny grains *broken .from-dark,colored lava
rock. In some localities, the color ofthe beach may be altered,
by wastes, organic. r If ter, or matures of clay with the sand.

\
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.S6me of the, sand on. the Oregon beach in Figure 1 below
eould have come from the grinding down-of the rocky head-
land in the distance. There are no rocky headlands within
hundreds of miles of the Florida beach pictured in Figure
2. Part of this sand comes from broken shells and coral,
though some may have been brought a long way by ocean
currents.
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46 Spits and Sandbars
1

Where rivers enter the sea, the river mouths are often partly
blocked by deposits of sand called sandbars. Long, curved
sandbars called spits also form at the tip of headlands that
project into the sea.

One way that wits form can be demonstrated in a-Aream
table. Imagint Along coastline with angled waves drifting
along a shallow shore. Can you predict what kind of beach
will form where the coastline chAnges _direction?

4

FIgure 1

FIgure 2
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ACTIVITY 1. Pile Up the sand-silt mixture to make a beach
from one corner of the stream table to about the middle, as
shown. Then put in a plaster block to represent a rock head-

land. Pour in water to a depth of about 3 cm. Generate angling
waves by pushing down every 3 seconds on a wooden block.
Do Ms for about 5 to 10 minutes.

Plaster block to represent headland
Sand-silt mixture

Change of direction of coastline

Wave pattern

Wooden block as wave generator

Protected bay

Curved spit focmation

Your simulation should have produced a landform like
that shown in Figure 1. tongshore drift shifts the sand along
the coast to the headland. The energy of the waves is reduced
as they swing around the headland, and the sand is. deposited
as a curved sandbar, or spit.

Headland changes direction of coastline.

192

Longshore drift

Oblique wave pattern with retraction

Refracted waves lose energy.
Figure 1



Sandbars can .also he deposited off ate moutbN ivcIs
or in shallow water off,a beach when currents carrying a load
of sand'are slowed down and lose energy.

47 . Rise in Sea Level'
.Floods Valleys

41,
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The large body .of water in the mountain scene of Figure I 'Figure 1
ig not a lake system; it's a system of-valleys flooded by
the sea. The scene is in Alaska where Tracy Arm (in the
foreground).empties into Holkam Bay. The bay, in turn,
connects with the Pacific Ocean.

Since you have already done the mountain 'ha0er, you
will recognize features which indicate that the landscape was
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glacially cart;ed. There is evidtmce that during ate ice-age

period, when these mountains were being carved to their
present shape, great ice sheets covered mueh or the Northern

*11emisphere. With so much of the earth's water trapped in
irhe form of glacial ice, the sea level would have tleen much
lower the.n than now.

One theory suggests that as the climate changed to a
warmer one, the ice sheets melled back to their present
positions over the.North and South Poles. The wateT releas.ed
by the melting ice raised the sea levelone estimate is by
about 100 meters. A rise as big as this-caused the flooding
of many valleys near the coast.

Flooded. ice-calved valkys like Tracy Arm are sometimes
called jiordv. while flooded river-carved valleys are called
estuaries. Many of the world' best harbors occupy flooded
vslltys. Some deep harbors in North America that have .
formed because of the flooding of river valleys include. the
Hudson River, Chesapeake Bay. Delaware. Bay, San Fran-
cisco Bay, and the straits and harbors between British Co-

Figure 2 lumbia and the state of. Washington. Oslo, Norway, is at the
4

far end of a 90-mile fiord.

River valley

Coastd1 plain

Coastline

Old sea level

Estuawifloocled valleyi

-NeW coastline.

New sea level

100 meters

194 RESOURCE 47

Old coastal landscape now flooded
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Flooding due to a rise in sea level caused by melting ice
is not the only possible way of forming an rstuary or a fiord.
The same result. would occur if earth movements caused the
land to sink beneath the sea. The diagram in Figure 2 show
how a river valley could Ihecome an estuary if the sea level
rose, or the land sank, or' a combination of both effects
resulted in a relative rise in sea level.

a.
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